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Abstract
A common theme within church growth literature is the importance of
pastoral leadership to church growth. The purpose of this dissertation was to
determine whether a correlation exists between pastoral leadership style and growth
in churches that have an average worship attendance of 200-350.
A population of 43 pastors who had served a minimum of 5 years from 1982-
1991 in a church of the study size located in the Holston Annual Conference of the
United Methodist Church were selected for the study. Each subject was sent a copy
of the Leadership Effectiveness and Adaptability Description (LEAD). The 37
inventories that were completed and returned were divided into two groups
according to whether the churches each pastor had served during the study period
had grown or had not grown. Linear regressions comparing the growth rate and
leadership styles of both group demonstrated little if any correlation existed between
leadership style and growth rate. Comparisons of the leadership styles of the growth
group and the non-growth group failed to show any significance difTerence between
the leadership styles of the two groups. The dominate styles of both groups were
"participating" and "selling." No pastor in the study group had a "telling" or
"delegating" style.
In order to provide a descriptive view of the pastors in the growth group, 5
pastors were selected for telephone interviews. Thirteen questions dealing with the
nature of the churches, the leadership practices of each pastor, and what factors
contributed to the growth of the churches were asked during the inteviews. In the
interviews, the pastors expressed they tended to use a participative style of
leadership. They thought it was vital in churches of the study size to involve the laity
in ministry and decision making. Even though the size of the congregation made in
it difficult, each of the pastors thought is was vital to be personally involved with
people in the congregation. Each pastor had a vision their churches could grow and
promoted that vision in the churches.
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CHAPTER 1
Understanding the Problem
One of the most crucial ingredients that determines the effectiveness of an
organization is leadership. Because this is true in business, volunteer, and religious
organizations, leadership has been widely studied in this century. In one of the most
comprehensive studies of leadership, Bass andStogdillHandbook ofLeadership
(1990), over 5,000 articles on leadership are reviewed in the 1,000+ page volimie.
Despite its massive nature, the work fails to name all the articles on leadership
written before 1990.
Within the Church of Jesus Christ, pastoral leadership is a vital factor. Many
churches flourish or flounder based on the type of pastoral leadership provided.
Peter Wagner, one of the leading authorities in church growth contends that pastoral
leadership is a key to church growth (1984). Wagner's assertion is supported by
frequent comments of lay persons giving credit to pastors when their churches thrive
or blaming the pastors when their churches die. Given the importance of pastoral
leadership, one questions what ingredients enable one to be an effective pastoral
leader.
Leadership is a complex issue. Researchers have offered various models and
lists of characteristics of effective leaders. Recent leadership theory can be divided
into 5 principal theoretical frameworks: trait, situational, behavioral, contingency,
and charismatic. While each approach has contributed to understanding what
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makes an effective leader, the findings and conclusions within the given areas have
not always been consistent and supportive of the other areas.
Given the diversity of the field, I believe it is necessary to focus on one of the
theoretical approaches when studying leadership. WhUe each has its merits and
strengths, the contingency theory seems to offer a superior approach to the study of
leadership. First of all, contingency theory draws from the trait, situational, and
behavior models. The theory presupposes the most effective style of leadership in an
organization is contingent upon several variables. Itmaintains that one style proven
to be effective in a given organizational setting may not be effective in another. This
theory takes seriously the diversity and complexity of human nature, organizations,
and leadership. Secondly, contingency theorists have offered models that tend to be
consistent with one another and draw from previous research. Thirdly, its models
can be easily understood and be practically applied by leaders.
Pastoral leaders in local churches encounter several situational variables that
influence what leadership styles will be effective. One of the most significant is
church size.' For example a pastor of a church of 225 in average worship
attendance will find it is impossible to have the same level of relational involvement
with his/her congregation as a pastor of a church with 75 average worship
attendance. The sheer number of people in the larger church makes it impractical
for its pastor to have as many in-depth relationships.
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As a pastor, I have served churches with an average worship attendance
ranging from 6 to 310. In these churches, I have been made keenly aware that
significant differences exist in their nature and their needs. While serving a church
which was growing toward the 200 level of worship attendance, I sensed size greatly
impacted the nature of a church. In order to be an effective leader I had to adapt to
the situation. The area where this has been most obvious to me is in the level of
relational involvement expected and needed by the pastor. In my observation, a
church of 75 expects a greater amount of relational involvement by the pastor than a
church of 225. The amount of relational involvement is an integral part of a pastor's
leadership style.
Others have noted that significant differences are present in the nature of
churches of various sizes (Schaller, 1986; Wagner, 1984; Easum 1990). Carl Dudley
(1978) maintains that small churches (under 250) are single cell organizations in
which everyone in the whole congregation can relate to one another. However, as
churches reach 200 and beyond the number of cells multiply. The multiple cell
church has different leadership needs than the single cell church. Multiple cell
organizations require more organization, more complex communication systems,
and more direction.
Themajority of all churches in the United States have less than 200 average
worship attendance. This means that the majority of churches are single cell
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organizations. Wagner asserts that the most predictable church growth barrier is at
200 (1993).^ He believes it is the most difficult barrier to break because of the
transition that must take place in moving from a single cell to a multiple cell
organization. He contends one can be certain a church is beyond the 200 barrier
when it reaches 350 in attendance. IfWagner is correct, it seems that churches which
have a range of attendance between 200-350 have special leadership needs.
In the Holston Annual Conference of the United Methodist Church (UMC)
between 1982-1991, 60 churches had an average worship attendance between 200-
350. In the future the majority of these churches will be served by pastors who began
their ministries in smaller churches. Models are needed to assist these pastors in
becoming effective in the 200-350 size church.
One of the important dimensions of being an effective pastor is leading the
church to make disciples. In the Great Commission, Jesus gave a cmcial mandate:
"Therefore go and make disciples of all nations, baptizing them in the name of the
Father and of the Son and of the Holy Spirit" (Matthew 28:19, NIV). In order to
fulfill this mission, the Church must be open to and promote growth since increasing
the number of disciples has a direct bearing upon the size of the Church. Therefore,
effectiveness and church growth have a close connection.^
In this study I assumed pastoral leadership styles have a tremendous impact
upon the growth of the church. Pastors who desire to increase church growth need
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to be aware of what styles of leadership are effective in their churches. Pastors of
churches with 200-350 attendance have special needs as leaders if they are to enable
their churches to grow during that difficult transitional period.
Purpose
The purpose of this study was to determine which pastoral leadership style/s
seems to foster growth in churches which have 200-350 average worship attendance
in the Holston Annual Conference of the United Methodist Church.
Research Questions
This study addressed six fundamental questions.
1. Is there any particular leadership style or group of styles common to those
who have pastored growing churches in Holston Conference that range in worship
attendance from 200-350?
2. Is there a correlation between pastoral leadership style and the rate of church
growth?
3. Are there significant differences between the leadership styles of the pastors of
growing churches and non-growing churches?
4. Is leadership style a significant factor which contributes to the growth of these
churches?
5. Do churches that have an attendance between 200-350 have different
leadership needs than those with attendances less than 200?
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6. What additional factors contributed to the growth of these churches?
Definition ofTerms
In this study, the principal terms are defined as follows:
Leadership is the act of influencing followers to accomplish a particular goal.
In order for one to lead, he/she must have followers. Pastoral leadership is the
leadership that is given by a pastor as he/she directs a local church.
Leadership style is a set of behaviors exhibited by a leader in relationship to
his/her followers. In this study, leadership style was examined in relationship to
relational behavior and directive behavior a leader exercises with followers.
A verage worship attendance is the average number of persons who are
present at a local church's principal worship service/s each week.
Growth is the increase of the average number of persons attending the
principal worship service/s in a local church each year.
Population
The population for this study was selected from the pastors in the Holston
Conference who have served churches between 1982-1991 with an average worship
attendance of 200-350. From this group, those pastors who had served a minimum
of 5 years in one of those churches of that size during the time period were selected
for the study. The population group was divided into 2 groups: one group consisted
of pastors of churches in which the average worship attendance during their
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pastorate increased at least 1 .26% annually and the second consisted of pastors of
churches that did not increase at least 1.26% annually.
From the growth group participating in the study, 5 pastors were interviewed
by telephone. Those who were selected were chosen according to which of the
churches were representative of the churches in the Holston Conference.
Methodology
In order to determine which pastors qualified for this study, journal records
for Holston Annual Conference for the years 1982-1991 were examined. Churches
whose average worship attendance was between 200-350 during the period were
grouped together for study. Forty-six pastors who served a minimum of 5
consecutive years in one of the churches were selected for the study.
An inventory was mailed to each pastor who qualified for the study. They
received an adapted copy of the LEAD {Leader Effectiveness and Adaptability
Description} SELF which Hersey and Blanchard (1988) designed to measure
leadership style and style adaptability (see Appendix, Figure 5). When the
inventories were retiumed, they were scored by this researcher using the LEAD
DIRECTIONS (Hersey and Blanchard, 1989).
The pastors were divided into 2 groups. The fu-st group was those pastors
whose churches' average worship attendance showed an increase 1.26%* or greater
annually from the beginning of their pastorate (or study period) until the end of their
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pastorate (or the study period). The scores of the growth group were examined to
see if any particular leadership style/s were common to the group. The second group
(the control group) to be examined was those pastors of the churches whose average
worship attendance declined or remained stable (either had no growth in attendance
or a growth rate below a 1 .26% annual growth rate from the beginning until the end
of their pastorate). The scores of the growth group were compared with the non-
growth group to determine if there were significant differences in the leadership
styles of the two groups.
From the growth group of pastors who responded to the questionnaire,
telephone interviews were conducted with five of the pastors. These five pastors
were selected by a panel of experts consisting of two district superintendents and one
conference council on ministries member. The interviews provided a more in depth
view of the leadership style of the pastors.
Variables
The dependent variable of this study, the growth of a church, was measured
by an increase in average worship attendance.
The independent variable was pastoral leadership style. Style was measured
by the amount of supportive and directive behavior exhibited by each pastor studied.
In this study, it was assumed the rate of worship attendance growth was influenced
by the use of a particular style/s of pastoral leadership.
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Instrumentation
Two instruments were used to determine the dominant leadership style of
each pastor. The LEAD {Leader Effectiveness and Adaptability Description}
SELF questionnaire which was developed by Hersey and Blanchard (1988) was given
to each pastor. In order to provide a descriptive dimension to this project, I
developed and conducted a telephone interview (see Appendix Figure #6).
Data Collection
Data concerning the pastoral records and attendance records of the
population group were taken from Holston Annual Conference Joumal records for
the years of 1982-1991. These records were retained on data base files in the
conference office in Johnson City, Tennessee.
A letter explaining the nature of this project was mailed to each pastor who
met the population criterion and to each member of the control group (see
Appendix, Figure # 7). The letter requested each pastor to fill out the inventory and
return it in the provided stamped envelope. After two weeks, a card (see Appendix,
Figure #8) was sent to all who had not returned the inventories, requesting that they
complete and return them. After two more weeks, phone calls were made to see if
they had received the letter and were willing to participate in the study.
From the group of pastors who participated in the study, 5 were selected for
telephone interviews. I called each candidate to request an interview at the time of
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the call or to set up an appointment to conduct the interview at a later time.
Delimitations
This study focused on United Methodist pastors within the geographical
boundaries of the Holston Annual Conference and was limited to pastors of
churches with a worship attendance of 200-350. In order for a pastor of one of these
churches to quaUfy for the study, he/she must have served the church at least 5 years.
A further limitation was placed on the study by focusing on a 10 year period of time
(1982-1991) to deal with a manageable length of time in recent history.
Generalizability
The findings of this study have direct implications for the group studied.
Generalizations about United Methodist pastors beyond Holston Annual
Conference can only be made with great caution. I assume many similarities exist
between other churches with worship attendance of 200-350. Yet more research is
needed to apply the results of this study for other pastors of churches of this size.
Theological Groundings
The theological nature of leadership is supported by scripture. The Bible
speaks to it m various ways. Stories abound of how God chose men and women to
lead people to accomplish His purposes. Moses led the people out ofEgypt.
Nehemiah led the Hebrews in rebuilding the walls of Jemsalem. Priscilla along with
the help of her husband led the church at Corinth (Acts 18:19ff).
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One of the primary biblical images of being a leader was that of having people
who follow the leader. As Jesus chose his disciples he issued the command, "Follow
me" (Matthew 4:19, 8:22, 9:9, 19:21; Mark 1:17, 2:14, 10:21; Luke 5:27, 9:59, 18:22;
John 1:43, 21:19). Many left all they had and followed Jesus. Paul urged the his
brothers and sisters to follow him when he exhorted them to "imitate" him (1
Corinthians 4:16).
For clergy who serve local churches, a useful biblical model of leadership is
that of "shepherd." The word used for pastor traces its roots to the Greek word
7coi|ir|v which means "shepherd." A pastor is shepherd who watches over, cares for,
and leads his/her flock (1 Peter 5:2-3; John 21:15-16; Ephesians 4:11-13).
The biblical concept of shepherd is drawn from the Eastem way of
shepherding. The shepherds go before their sheep leading them from pasture to
pasture (Psahn 23:2). The shepherd offers direction to the flock. Jesus referred to
himself as the "good shepherd." He said that the sheep Hstened to his voice and
followed him (John 10:16). As can be seen from these examples, directive behavior is
vital to a biblical view of leadership.
Equally important to the biblical idea of shepherd leadership is relational
behavior. Psalm 23 speaks of the care that the heavenly shepherd provides. In
Jeremiah 23, a stinging accusation is issued against the Jewish leaders who have
failed as shepherds. These leaders did not care for the people and the flock was
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scattered. In the New Testament the importance of relational behavior is
demonstrated by Jesus when he referred to his followers as his "friends" (John 14:14).
The scripture conmiunicates that the size of the group following the leader
influences his/her style. A shepherd can only lead and care for so many sheep alone.
Initially, Moses as the leader of the people attempted to deal with every
problem that each of the wandering Hebrews brought to him. That proved to be an
inappropriate behavior because it was too taxing on Moses and the people. At the
suggestion of his father-in-law, Jethro, Moses distributed his work load among other
leaders. He became a leader of leaders (Exodus 18).
Following the birth of the church in Jerusalem, the leaders discovered that
their leadership style had to change as they sought to minister to the people. When
the problem arose concerning the distribution of food to the widows, the leaders of
the church realized they must share the ministry. Seven deacons were chosen to
oversee the food distribution (Acts 6:1-6).
From a theological perspective, effective leadership within God's church is
influenced by the size of the group led. Relational and directive behavior are
impacted by group size.
If pastors are to lead their congregations to fulfill the Great Commission,
they need to be cognizant of the need for change in leadership style as their churches
grow. Failure to offer effective leadership can greatly restrict the growth of their
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churches.
Overview
Four chapters follow this chapter.
In Chapter 2, the principal leadership literature and research are reviewed.
The chapter begins with an overview of the principle theories of leadership.
Following this analysis of the secular material, materials that deal with leadership,
especially pastoral leadership, was examined. The last part of the chapter focuses on
material related to pastoral leadership of churches that have an average worship
attendance of 200-350.
In Chapter 3, the design of this project and how the research was conducted
and analyzed are explained in greater depth.
In Chapter 4, the results of the study are presented. These results are
analyzed in response to the research questions.
In Chapter 5, the major findings are summarized. Conclusions are offered as
to how this project gives direction for future study and application to other pastoral
leaders.
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Notes
Chapter 1
1 . Schaller (1985, 1986, 1992), Wagner (1984), and Easum (1990) heavily emphasize the
need for particular leadership styles in churches ofdifferent sizes. Inmy own personal
pastoral experience of serving churches from 6 to 310 in average attendance, I have
found that different leadership styles aremore effective dependent upon the size of the
congregation.
2. The "200 barrier" is a range of attendance. Wagner says that the range is between
150-250.
3. Church growth is not the only factor that determines whether a pastor is effective.
A pastor may be effective even though his/her church does not grow. That pastor's
effectiveness may evidenced by things such as deepening the spiritual commitment of
the people, promoting healing in awounded congregation, or promoting ministries of
justice and peace.
4. The average annual growth rate for all churches in the attendance range of200-350
in Holston Conference during the study period was 1.26%. Because the 1.26% figure
was the mid-point, I used it as a dividing line between the growing and non-growing
churches.
CHAPTER 2
Precedents in the Literature
Leadership is one of the most important features of an organization that
helps to determine its success or failure. From the dawn of civilization, leaders such
as Abraham, Moses, Alexander the Great, Jesus, Joan ofArc, and Winston
Churchill have stood out in front of humanity leading the way. Leadership,
especially pastoral leadership, within the Church of Jesus Christ is also vital. If Leith
Anderson's (1990) contention is true that in the 1990's most people will choose
churches primarily because of the pastor, it is vital to address issues ofleadership if
churches are to be successful in reaching the world for Christ. Many churches will
either flourish, flounder, or fail based on the pastoral leadership that is provided.
This chapter will endeavor to provide an overview ofmodem leadership
research and thought, highlighting some of the most informative studies. These
studies will be divided into the "great man theory," trait theory, situational theory,
behavioral theory, contingency theory, and charismatic theories. After an
examination of the secular literature, the chapter will then review what Christian
authors have said about pastoral leadership by looking at the Bible and leadership,
theology and leadership, and church growth and leadership. Finally, the literature
which examines leadership in terms of style/s most effective in promoting growth in
churches which average 200-350 in worship will be reviewed.
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The "Great Man" Theory
Prior to World War I, the "great man" theory of leadership dominated
thinking in the area of leadership. According to the theory, leadership was
principally a matter of heredity. Many believed that persons were or were not
endowed as leaders (Burke, 1982). Great leaders in history such as Moses, Thomas
Jefferson, and Friedrich Nietzsche were regarded as great men who had significant
impact upon their world (Bass, 1990). Even though the notion of leadership being a
matter of birth became less popular, many commentators (Bass; Burke; Smith and
Peterson, 1988) believe it gave rise to the exploration of leadership in terms of a
leader's personal characteristics, which are known as "trait" theories.
Trait Theories
Between 1900 and 1950, more than 100 studies were conducted which focused
on the personal traits of leaders verses non-leaders (Yukl, 1981). These studies
focused on traits such as physical characteristics (height, appearance, energy level),
personaUty (self-esteem, dominance, emotional stability), and ability (intelligence,
verbal skills). These early investigations failed to arrive at a particular set of traits
that were necessary for one to be an effective leader (Yukl, 1981). In 1961, in an
article in which he compared executives and leaders', Eugene Jennings asserted that
no one set of personality traits had been found which distinguished leaders and non
leaders (1961). As a result of this and similar conclusions, "pure" trait theory came
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into disfavor with most researchers (Bass, 1990, p.38).
This is not to say that the issue of traits has been or is unimportant to
leadership and leadership studies. McClelland found in testing graduates from
Wesleyan University between the ages of 31 to 46 a high correlation existed between
a high need for achievement and entrepreneurial behavior (1965). A couple of years
later, another study conducted by Geier gave additional support for trait theory
(1965). In testing 80 upper classmen and graduates, he found that certain negative
traits prohibited participants from becoming group leaders. Being uninformed, non-
participant, extremely rigid, authoritative, and offensive verbally prevented many
from becoming leaders. In 1983, McCall and Lombardo found sunilar results in an
examination of executives in Fortune 500 companies. They discovered there were
certain "fatal flaws" that derailed many leaders.^ They also found that successful
executives share certain characteristics. In examining other studies Yukl (1981, p.
70) identified a list of 13 traits and 9 skills which are most frequently found among
successful leaders.^
Bennis (1984; Bennis and Nanus, 1985) did extensive research on 90
successful leaders. His goal was "to find these leaders' common traits" (Bennis, 1984,
p 14). Bennis along with Nanus identified four traits common to the 90 leaders:
attention to vision, meaning through commimication, trust through positioning, and
management of self (1984, 1985).
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In a later work, Bennis (1989) described leadership in terms of an internal
knowledge base that is expressed through action. Bennis said that leaders are people
who know how to express themselves, know who they are and what they want, know
how to communicate in such a way as to gain cooperation, and know how to achieve
goals. He highlighted six basic ingredients most leaders share in common: a guiding
vision, passion (loves what he/she does and loves doing it), /n/e^/rVj (self knowledge,
candor, and maturity), trust (a product that is eamed), curiosity, and daring. Bennis
maintained that "leadership is first being, then doing" (141).
Focusing on leader traits has continued to be popular in leadership study. In
looking at both business leaders and leaders of volimtary organization, Schul (1975)
proposed successful leaders have these characteristics and qualities: knowledge of
and dedication to the organization, ability to maintain focus, valuing of others'
opinions, being responsive, giving due credit to others, a sense of humor,
enthusiastic, responsive to followers, ability to rally followers around common
purpose, timing, clear thinking, poise, conviction, and devotion. Following in the
same tradition, Crosby (1990) continued to examine leadership in terms of a leader's
characteristics. He believed that the characteristics of a good leader are willingness
to leam, ethical, available for others, determined, energetic, reliable, sensible,
himible, mtense, and pleasant.
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It is common in popular writings about leadership to find authors labeling
certain traits along with particular behaviors as being essential for effective
leadership. In a delightful book, Leadership Secrets ofAttila theHun, Wess (1987)
told how Attila was able to lead thousands. In a historical investigation of the great
leader, he labels 17 traits exhibited by Attila such as loyalty, courage, desire, and
empathy. In addition to those he discussed behaviors of the leader which enable him
to lead effectively, such as understanding the culture, choosmg one's enemies wisely,
practicing negation among groups. It seems that the combination of traits with
behavior is vital in understanding effective leadership behavior.
Situational Theory
In response to the failure of early trait studies to develop a single set of traits
leaders possess, some researchers began to look at leadership from a different angle.
Instead of examining leader traits, they suggested leadership is a function of the
organizational stmcture. They referred to it as a role someone performs. During the
1950's this situational approach to leadership study began to take root (Hollander,
1978). It was proposed that leadership was one among many roles that needed to be
filled in a group or organization. The expectations of that role determined how one
would act regardless ofwhat person filled the position (Steward, 1991). Each
situation that was faced by the group expected certain actions and traits of a leader
(Hollander, 1981).
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Gouldner contended that different types of groups "set limitations" on what
kind of persons could be leaders of those groups (1950). He thought it was essential
that a leader's traits match the needs of the group. Following the same line of
thought, Bavelas suggested while organizations may have similarities they also have
uniqueness which call for different types of leadership. Given these factors he felt
that a leader with a particular set of traits needed in given a situation may not be
acknowledged as the leader in another organization or situation (1960).
In a representative study m this area, the mayoral leadership of 30 US cities
was examined (Salanick and Pfeffer, 1977). The researchers set out to discover
whether the mayors influenced the cities or the cities controlled the mayors. The
study focused upon the mayors' impact upon the budgetary process. The researchers
found that the mayors had little impact upon the budgetary process. The stmcture
and operation of the cities themselves accounted for the vast majority of the variance
of the budgets. They concluded that leadership fimctions within the constraints of
internal stmctural factors and extemal demands. Therefore, a leader's influence was
limited.
Several factors shape what role leadership will take within given situations in
organization. The task to be performed, the size of the organization, the
organizational stmcture, and the stage of group development are among the most
prominent ones.
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Much of the early research focused upon the different tasks to be performed
by the organization (Hollander, 1978). Several factors such as the stmcture inherent
in the task, its difficulty, complexity, and variability, and the type of task
(intellectual ormanual) help to determine the role a leader will play (Yukl, 1981;
Adams and Yoder, 1985). For example when a task is highly stmctured, it is easier
for a leader to be more directive because he/she can easily assess the best way for
doing the job (Yukl, 1981).
As an organization grows larger there is direct impact upon the leadership.
Because there are larger numbers of people, it is more difficult for a leader to get
everyone together. Therefore, participative behavior is limited (Yukl, 1981). Osbom
and Hunt proposed that as size increases, employee satisfaction decreases. As a
result of this, the leader is expected to mcrease the stmcturing activities in order to
keep control and integrate others into the organization (1975). Increased size means
the leader must spend more time in administration and team building activities.
These factors call for a leader to exercise organizing and delegating skills.
The stmcture and position of a leader in an organization demand different
leadership behaviors. At higher levels of an organization there is more freedom and
discretion than at lower levels. Lower levels ofmanagement must operate under the
constraints passed on by higher levels (Yukl, 1981). The amount of stmcture in an
organization shapes leadership behavior. Miner, Rizzo, Harlow, and Hill (1977)
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found that in high stmcture organization managers who advanced to higher levels
enjoyed competition and desired to perform routine tasks. Their fmdings were
supported by Miner's examination of twenty years of role motivation theory
research (Miner, 1978).
Since every leader must have followers, he/she must deal with groups. The
stage of development of a group calls for various leadership roles. After reviewing
50 articles on the developing of small groups, Tuckman suggested that groups
develop through a 4 stage process: forming, where the group comes together;
storming, where groups experience conflict over personal and operational issues;
norming, where the group becomes a cohesive unit; and performing, where the group
works together in performing the task (1965). In each of these stages of
development, a different role of leadership is demanded and needed. For example, in
the forming stage, leadership needs to offer a balance of task orientation and
relationship orientation. When the group moves to the storming stage, relational
needs are higher and the leader must demonstrate more relational behavior.
Situational approach to leadership has at least two deficiencies. First of all, it
is primarily descriptive in manner. As a result, it is not directly concerned with the
question of leader effectiveness." Secondly there seems to be a fatalism inherent
within the theories. The primary focus is on what situational role needs to be
supplied. If that is the case, one wonders if constmctive change in an organization
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can be brought about by a leader?
Behavioral Style
Various authors and researchers have examined leadership effectiveness based
ofwhat behaviors distinguish effective leaders from ineffective ones. Kay (1959), in
a study of foremen in a wire and cable company with 600 employees, found 16
behaviors that enabled them to be effective. He divided these into three areas. In the
furst area of administrative competence, he found that effective foremen (1) planned
out operations, (2) followed instmctions, (3) gave appropriate attention to details (4)
complied with company policy, (5) selected appropriate work for persons, (6) were
willing to take responsibility, and (7) used tact and discretion. In supervising others,
he discovered that those who were effective (8) enabled and encouraged growfth
among subordinates, (9) corrected misconduct, (10) gave due credit, (11) treated
workers fairly, (12) demonstrated concern for employee's welfare, and (13) kept
employees informed. In relationship to equals and supervisors, those who were
effective (14) adhered to the chain of command, (15) accepted criticism, and (16)
communicated with them. Focusing upon the behaviors of leaders, Dmcker (1966)
asserted that effectiveness on the part of executives^ is not a matter of personality or
ability but their practices.* He identified five practices that are shared by effective
executives. The effective executive (1) knows where his/her time goes, (2) focuses on
the outward contribution rather than intemal issues, (3) builds on strengths, (4)
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concentrates on few major areas, and (5) makes "effective" decisions. In another
study, Morse and Wagner (1978) used a "paper-and-pencil" instrument to evaluate
what activities produce effective managers. They proposed that managers were
involved in 9 sets of behaviors: strategic problem-solving, resource managing,
conflict resolution, organizing, information handling, motivating, providing growth
and development, coordinating, and managing the organization's environment.
They found while these were important among various types ofmanagers, the degree
of importance varied from type to type.
Many recent popular works have continued to focus on leadership behavior.
Peters and Austin (1986) asserted that effective leadership consists of two features.
The first is "MBWA," Management by Wandering Around where a leader spends
time in the work environment with employees. They found that the most effective
leaders they studied used MBWA. It enabled them to stay "in touch" with
customers, suppliers, and the people of the organization. The authors maintained
productive MBWA requires listening, teaching, and facilitating. The second aspect
of effective leadership they highlighted is that of being a coach. They proposed that
there are five activities performed by successful coaches: educating, sponsoring,
coaching, counseling, and confronting. In exercising these activities, effective leaders
cast challenging but reachable visions. Batton (1989) analyzed leadership by using a
12 step cybemetic circle. He maintained that successful leaders must study and
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master these steps. The steps are (1) clarify purpose and direction, (2) ask, listen,
and hear, (3) enable involvement and participation, (4) set clear expectations, (5)
provide consistent interaction, (6) aflirm and optimize strengths, (7) estabUsh
measiurements, (8) monitor performance, (9) provide development counsel, (10)
establish accountability, (11) make tough-minded decisions, and (12) expect
excellence.
In an effort to explain why leaders acted in a particular manner, McGregor
unveiled the now classic Theory X and Theory Y. According to him, every
managerial decision and act spring forth from assumptions about human nature and
behavior. He proposed that there were essentially two different categories of
assimiptions which he labeled Theory X and Theory Y.
For McGregor, Theory X represented the traditional view that management
had held toward humans. Those who hold Theory X believe that most humans have
an inherent dislike of work and seek to avoid it. Therefore, most must be "coerced,
controlled, directed, threatened with punishment" in order to work toward
organizational goals (34). Most humans desire to be directed, wish to avoid
responsibility, have little ambition, and seek security. As McGregor began to
examine Theory X in light of the level of satisfaction of hierarchical needs which
most American workers enjoyed and the democratization of American society, he
concluded that theory X was inadequate. He felt that those who held such a view
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simply would not be able to motivate subordinates.
In response to these conclusions, he proposed Theory Y which he considered
to be more consistent with hiunan nature. He thought that those who held Theory Y
assumptions would be more effective leaders. According to Theory Y, work for
humans is as natural as rest or play. Given favorable conditions, humans will work
with self-direction and self-control toward goals to which they are committed. The
achievement of the goals then serve as rewards. The average himian accepts and
seeks responsibility. Imagination, ingenuity, and creativity are widely distributed
throughout the human population. McGregor believed Theory Y offered the
possibility oi integration, that is the formation of conditions where members of the
organization can achieve their goals by working for the success of the organization.
He maintained that those who held Theory Y could readily promote a more
participative organization.
After examining McGregor's work of theory X and Theory Y, Argyris (1971)
recognized that attitude and behavior were not always equivalent. In order to
propose a more useful model, he suggested pattern A and pattem B behaviors should
be considered. Pattem A as a highly directive and controlling behavior was what
was general associated with theory X and pattern B as a more participative behavior
was generally associated with Theory Y. Argyris found that either pattem of
behavior could be associated with either theory. XB and YA patterns could be
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found.
Like McGregor, Argyris thought more participative democratic behavior on
the part of leaders was better. Yet he did not believe that XA behavior was "all bad"
or YB was "all good" (xi). He suggested that organizations needed to move toward
YB behavior. Along the way from XA to that goal, XB and YA may be used to
enable the transition.
In the examination of leadership behavior, many researchers recognized
patterns of behaviors exhibited by leaders. These pattems have been called
leadership styles. Often styles are set on a continuum such as optimism-pessimism,
assertiveness-passiveness, cautiousness-boldness, and rigidity-flexibility (Hollander,
1978). The most popular of these has been the authoritarian-democratic styles which
was introduced in the 1930's largely as a result of the work ofKurt Lewin. Lewin,
Lippitt, and White (1939) examined aggressive pattems among groups of 10 year old
children they had organized. The adult leaders who were assigned to the groups
either used an autocratic, democratic, or JaissezfaJre style of leadership. The groups
were organized around performing tasks such as sOap carving, mask making, model
plane making, etc. The researchers found that those who were in the autocratic
groups were more aggressive and the democratic leaders were liked the most among
the children.
The idea of looking at leadership style on an authoritarian-participative basis
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has been fashionable among many authors. Gibb (1971) contrasts what he calls
defensive leadersliip and participative leadersliip. He characterizes defensive or
authoritarian leadership, as a "top-down" style of leading in which the leader
motivated by fear defends him/herself from attacks. It is a highly directive form of
leadership which seeks to maintain a detached attitude from the people of the
organization. Gibb is highly critical of this type of leadership. He favors a
participative style and thinks it helps to create a more effective organization. The
participative leader trusts people and involves them in decision making and allows
them latitude in self-determinism, believing it will aid in their development.
Early examinations of group functions led Benne and Sheats (1949) to
recognize groups have two important roles, groups tasks and group building. They
suggested that leadership played an important part in directing a group to fulfill
these functions. Drawing from various disciplines, the Ohio Leadership Studies
(Stogdill and Coons, 1958) which were conducted in the 1940's and 50's helped to
bring these aspects into the arena for public discussion. These studies developed the
Leadership Behavior Description Questionnaire, LBDQ. As the studies progressed,
the original 150 item questionnaire which focused on 8 areas evolved into a shorter
instrument centered upon 2 areas: consideration and initiating stmcture.
Consideration items deal principally with how a leader interacts and involves
subordinates by forming job relationships with them. Initiating stmcture items focus
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on how the leader goes about using the crew in goal attainment. The basic
contention of the researchers was that high consideration scores contribute to greater
satisfaction among employees and higher production. On the other hand, high
initiating scores have been demonstrated to have an inverse effect. Critics (Korman,
1966; Kesselman, Hagen, and Wherry, 1974) have examined these conclusions.
While Korman was highly critical of the Ohio State conclusions, Kesselman, et al.,
tended to support their conclusions. These critics both highlighted the importance of
examining consideration and initiating stmcture in light of situational factors which
influence them.
Drawing from research conducted by the Institute for Social Research and
the Research Center for Group Dynamics, Likert (1961)' focused on two styles of
leadership, employee-centered and job-centered. These are similar to the primary
styles emphasized in the Ohio State studies. Likert concluded that employee-
centered managers were more productive than job-centered managers. Even though
he demonstrated that job-centered managers could achieve high productivity, he
found that their employees were less satisfied with their jobs, produced excessive
waste, were subject to higher absenteeism, and were more subject to higher job tum
over.
As Likert continued to study leadership, he found management styles could
be place on a continuum from System 1 to System 4 (1967). System 1 is very much
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like McGregor's Theory X. Management makes all decisions and uses fear, threats,
and occasional punishment to control subordinates in whom no confidence or trust
is shown. In System 2, management continues to make the bulk of the decisions, but
some decisions are made at lower levels of the organization. Management takes a
condescending view of subordinates. In System 3, management places a fair amount
of trust in subordinates and allows them to make lower level decisions.
Communication begins to flow both up and down the organizational ladder whereas
in the earlier systems, it was communication from the top down. In System 4,
management places complete trust in subordinates enabling them to work
"together." Communication flows throughout the organization. Likert found that
System 4 management produced higher production and satisfaction.
Likert's findings led to what is sometimes referred to as the total system
approach in organizational understanding (Biurke, 1982). According to this concept,
an organization is a combination ofmultiple subsystems of both technology and
people. These subsystems are interconnected and mutually influence one another.
System theory advocates equal concern for both organizational goal attainment and
human development (Lingren and Shawchuck, 1984). If efforts are made to change
an organization, it must be directed at the entire system rather than one individual
component. Management is a part of the system and is influenced and influences
other portions of the organization. For management to be effective it must address
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both the task of the organization and the needs of the humans involved in
performing the task.
Blake and Mouton (1964) developed a means of analyzing leadership that
they felt was consistent with those who had approached it from a behavioral
perspective. They recognized that there were three universal features of
organizations: purpose, people, and hierarchy. Given these, the authors developed
what is known as the "managerial grid." (See appendix figure 3.) The grid has a nine
point horizonal axis ranging from low to high that measures a leader's concern for
production (the purpose aspect of organizations). The vertical nine point axis ranges
from low to high and measures a manager's concern forpeople. While the grid
theoretically has 81 different points, Blake and Mouton focused upon only five of
them: 1,1; 1,9; 9,1; 5,5; 9,9. While they affirmed that managers have at their
discretion the use of several styles that can be used in different situations, they
thought that most have a dominant style. But because styles are behavioral in
nature, they said one could change his/her style. According to them, the 9,9 style
(high concem for people and high concern for production) is the best since it
effectively integrates people with production and promotes an environment of
creativity, high production, and high morale (142). They boldly argued that it "is
acknowledged universally as the soundest way to manage to achieve excellence"
(Blake and Mouton, 1969, p. 163).
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As a means of exploring leadership from a behavioral style perspective, some
have written in terms of leader types. Sayles (1989) examined the subject in terms of
cognitive levels of development and time oriented types. Sayles recognized five
ascending levels of cognitive development in managers. The first is the rigidand
simplistic leaders who see everything as either right or wrong and require having all
things go their way or they are paralyzed. The next is the adversaria/types who see
themselves as against the world and are out to conquer the other person. The super-
sales-on'ented leaders are out to win through selling by means of high pressure and
manipulation. The compromising leaders see benefits and cost in all things and seek
to negotiate for survival. The final level, the one that Sayles declared to be the best,
is the creatively integrative. At this level, the leaders realize complexities exist which
can be addressed by changing the parameters of the problems. The problems are
really opportunities for the organization.
Sayles went on to highlight four time-oriented "types." He maintained that
each of these is important. The thinking types are those who are highly logical and
address today's problems in light of the past actions and results as well as the
possible consequences for the future. The feeling types tend to look back at the past
and are generally perceived as being kind. The intuitive types are entrepreneurs who
focus on the future. Finally there are the sensation typeswho are the "here and now
person." These persons capitalize on the moment and are very persuasive. Sayles
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believes that all four types are needed by an organization.
In another study which examined 250 corporate managers, MacCoby (1981)
described four character types of leaders: "the craftsman," "the jungle fighter," "the
company man," and "the gamesman." He asserted that every leader is a mixture of
two or more of these types with one type being most dominant. MacCoby believed
no one type is superior to the others because each has positive and negative features
which promote or inhibit effectiveness in certain situations.'
According to MacCoby, the craftsmen are motivated by building high quality
products. He describes the craftsman as "a master builder and a paternalistic master
of apprentices" (18). Because of their self-contained exacting nature and the fear of
things falling apart, gamesmen lack the skills to develop a team. As leaders,
craftsmen seek to make an organization into a "smooth mnning machine," with
which they can tinker (122). Jungle fighters are those who need power in order to
dominate in the stmggle for survival where the winners destroy the losers. They
concentrate on using strength to maintain control through fear and intimidation.
Company men are committed to service and institution building. Being persons of
balanced judgement, the company men maintain a sense of cooperation and
corporate integrity and serve as mediators. Because they resist taking risks for fear
of failure, being blamed for mistakes, losing control, and upsetting higher
management, the company man cannot lead a successful competitive organization.
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Gamesmen, on the other hand, like to take calculated risks that will lead their team
to victory. Fascinated by new innovations, they thrive on competition. By exploring
new products and deals, gamesmen seek to create glamour for themselves and their
corporation through winning. Because of their detached nature, little attention is
given to human needs. People are expendable like chess pieces yet they are fair team
players who can inspire their team mates. The team they build is not a "family" but
an entrepreneurial unit bent on winning.'"
Contingency Theories
Among many of the works cited above, the tendency was to advocate
particular behaviors or a particular style as the best for a leader to promote
organizational effectiveness. Among these investigators, a great deal of attention
was given to the positive nature of'participative" styles of leadership. There are
others, though, who do not share the conviction of one best style. These persons fall
into the "contingency" camp. They claim that the most appropriate style is
contingent upon situational factors. These theorists merge ideas of situational
thought and behavioral style thought. By the late 1960's the contingency approach
became the most dominant among leadership researchers (Hunt, 1984)."
Widely regarded as the father of contingency theory of leadership, Fiedler
developed the contingency model (1965). He contended that effective leadership was
contingent upon how three situational variables related to favorableness m. a given
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situation: leader-member relations, task stmcture, and leader position power.
Favorableness for Fiedler is a way of describing the opportunity leaders have in
exerting their mfluence. The range of favorability was placed in eight octants. (See
appendix figure 1.) According to Fiedler,
Under most circmnstances, the leader who is liked by his group and
has a clear-cut task and high position power obviously has everything
in his favor. The leader who has poor relationships with his group
members, an unstmctured task and weak position power likely will be
unable to exert much influence over the group (1971).
Fiedler maintained that in highly favorable or unfavorable situations, leaders were
most effective if they used a task oriented style. In situations where favorability was
moderate, a considerate relationship oriented style was most effective (Bons and
Fiedler, 1976). Fiedler reasoned that when the task was ambiguous or the leaders
were not widely accepted but the task was stmctured (moderately unfavorable) a
relationship style would help group performance. On the other hand, when leaders
had a high degree of power and the task was stmctured (favorable situation), people
were prepared to be directed.
Prior to Fiedler's work, an excellent article by Tannebaum and Schmidt
(1958) helped to move some leadership thinking in the direction of contingency
thinking by discussing the relative nature of the use of authority by a leader. By
using a continuum of leader authority to subordinate freedom (see figure 2 in
appendix), they offered a visible picture of the range available to a leader. The
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authors contended that the amount of authority which is practical and desirable
should be decided on the basis of three factors: the forces impacting the manager, the
forces impacting the subordinates, and the forces influencing the situation (33). How
these are active in each circumstance should determine the actions of the manager.
For example, a manager as well as the subordinates who have a high "tolerance for
ambiguity" can allow subordinates greater freedom in decision making. However, if
time is limited in solving the problem a more directive style will be demanded.
In an effort to reconcile conflicting results in studies on "initiating stmcture"
and "consideration," House (1971) proposed the path-goal theory as a means to
address them. Drawing from expectancy theories. House acknowledged that
individuals act in a particular way based on what they consider to be the outcomes
and the subjective probability that the behaviors will result in the desired outcomes.
The leader's task is to help clarify the goal and to clear the path of obstacles blocking
its accomplishment as well as increase worker satisfaction in the process. He
proposed the situational factors of role ambiguity, job autonomy, and job scope had
a direct bearing on the degree of "consideration" and "stmcture" a leader should use
to promote effectiveness. The higher the ambiguity, the greater the need for
stmcture and less need for consideration. The more the task was routine and
repetitive, the less need for directiveness and more need for consideration. In
autonomous jobs, less stmcture and more consideration enhanced production, but in
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non-autonomous jobs the relationship between manager and worker is important.
Later studies have failed to support a causal relationship between a leader's behavior
with a worker's perceived expectancy and rewards which effect performance and
satisfaction (Sheridan, Downey, and Slocum, 1975). Still House's proposals have
contributed valuable contingency concepts to the study of leadership.
By focusing upon the decision making process, Vroom and Yetton (1973)
proposed a normative model for choosing a leadership style based upon situational
variables. Their model offered a set of 30 specific situations that can enable a leader
to choose an appropriate style for the decision making process (Jago and Vroom,
1975), Vroom and Yetton recognized that the leader determines how the decision
making process will progress and how subordinates will be involved. In their model,
they proposed a range of 5 means by which the problem can be addressed. These
range from the leader making the decision based on his/her knowledge base to the
leader incorporating the whole group in a participatory decision. Three key
situational variables determine which style of leadership will be most effective: (1)
the quality of the decision, (2) the acceptance of and the commitment to the decision
by subordinates, and (3) the time required to make the decision. Using a set of 7
mles intended to identify the quality and acceptability of the decision which were
incorporated with yes-no questions addressing the situational variables related to the
problem, they offered an information tree enabling a leader to work through the
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various dimensions of a problem to choose the most effective leadership style.
Vroom and Yetton's model is very practical and specific in aiding a leader to choose
an effective style in decision making.
Drawing from many of the contingency sources mentioned above, Hersey and
Blanchard (1988) have developed the "situational leadership model." In it,
leadership style is described in the familiar terms of task beAavi'orand relationship
behavior^ These terms are defmed as follows:
Task behavior- The extent to which leaders are likely to organize and
define the roles of the members of their group (followers); to explain
what activities each is to do and when, where, and how tasks are to be
accomplished; characterized by endeavoring to establish well-defined
patterns of organization, channels of commimication, and ways of
getting the jobs accomplished.
Relationship behavior- The extent to which leaders are likely to
maintain personal relationship between themselves and members of
their group (followers) by opening up channels of commimication,
providing socio-emotional support, "psychological strokes," and
facilitating behavior (117-118).
Using the X axis for the level of relationship behavior and the Y axis for the
level of task behavior, Hersey and Blanchard have developed a quadrant that
describes four basic styles of leadership: high task and low relationship {telling; high
task and high relationship {selling); high relationship and low task {participating;
low task and low relationship {delegating). (See Appendix, Figure 4).
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The authors believe a leader's effectiveness is directly related to a leader using
the appropriate style in a given situation. They assert that situational leadership is
based upon the interaction of three factors: amount of guidance and direction given
by the leader (task behavior); the amount of socio-emotional support provided by
the leader (relationship behavior); and the readiness of followers to perform the
specific tasks. They rate the readiness level of the followers on a "high" to "low"
scale divided into 4 categories {Rl, R2, R3, and R4}. Each category is a combined
measurement of the follower's ability and willingness. Ability \s defmed as "the
knowledge, experience, and skill that an individual or group brings to a particular
task or activity" (175). Willingness is defmed as "the extent to which an individual or
group has the confidence, commitment, and motivation to accomplish a specific
task" (175). These categories correspond with an appropriate leadership style. In Rl
the person is "unable and unwDling or insecure" and needs to be lead by a telling,
directing, guiding, and establishing style (Hersey, 1984). In R2, the person is willing
(is motivated to do the task) or is confident (as long as the leader is present) but is
unable (lacks skills to do the task) so the leader needs to use a selling, explaining,
clarifying, persuading style in relationship to him/her. In R3, the person is able (has
the skills) but either lacks the willingness to perform or is insecure about doing it
alone so the leader encourages, collaborates, and allows the follower to participate in
decision making. In R4 the person is both able and wilhng or confident so the leader
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can delegate the responsibility to him/her and continue to observe and monitor the
process. Since the readiness level varies from situation to situation, Hersey and
Blanchard argue that the overall effectiveness of leaders is closely related to style
adaptability, that is, the degree to which one can vary his/her style appropriately in a
particular situation. They believe that any given leader can leam each of the four
basic leadership styles.
Approaching leadership style from a different perspective, Adizes (1988)
examined it in relationship to corporate lifecycles.'^ He asserted that four roles oxe
needed to make a decision that will enable an organization to be effective and
efficient in both the short and long mn. He labeled these four roles as (P), (A), (E),
and (I). The (P) role is that of "(P)erforming the (P)urpose" of the organization.
The focus of this role is on doing the tasks that need to be done which will satisfy the
clients' needs and enable an organization to be effective in the short-nm. This role
asks, "what" is to be done. The (A) role stands for (A)dminister which involves
systematizing, routinizing, and programming activities so that "the right thing is
done at the right time with the right intensity," again making the organization
efficient in the short-run (121). (A) asks "how?" The (E) role represents what
Adizes calls the (E)npreneuring in which proactive direction is provided for change
in order that the plans of today prepare for what is expected in the future. Adizes
asserts that two factors are necessary for the (E): creativity and risk-taking. The (E)
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asks "why" this is to be done. The (I) role is difilcult to explain. It stands for
(I)ntegrating. The (I) has to do with the development of a corporate culture which
Adizes labels as "corporate religion." It consists of the organization's values,
philosophies, rituals, and pattern of behaviors and beliefs that unite the people. The
(I) is concerned with the long-term efficiency of the organization. (I) asks "who"
and "for whom".
Adizes believes an ideal leader"* exhibits these four roles in balanced
proportions. He describes this person as "task-oriented, dedicated, h�u:d-working,
(P); organized, efficient, thorough, conservative, (A); a creative risk taker with a
global view, (E); and sensitive and people oriented, (I) (136). Yet he realizes that no
such ideal person exists. On occasions though a leader may exhibit one of the roles
to the exclusion to the others. Adizes labels them as follows: (P) as the Lone
Ranger, (A) as the Bureaucrat, (E) as the Arsonist, and (I) as the SuperFollower.
Each of these styles is really a "mismanagement style."
In applying these roles to the corporate lifecycle, Adizes maintains that the
appropriate leadership style necessary to guide an organization m growth or
recovery will need to have varying amounts of (PAEI) at specific stages. At
different stages of the lifecyle, different styles are needed to keep the organization
viable. Adizes maintains that an inappropriate style at a given point can cause
premature death in an organization.
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Charismatic/Transformational Leadership
At the present time, one of the cutting edges in leadership studies is in the
area of charismatic or transformational leadership. This challenging area could
produce a paradigm shift in the study of leadership. Interest in the charismatic
dimension has caused many to tum away from the more traditional social-task
oriented view of leadership. Charismatic leadership has been elusive and frequently
avoided because of its perceived mystical character. The term, "charismatic," in
relation to leaders of groups was first used by Max Weber to describe gifted leaders
(Congers, et al., 1988).
Conger and associates (1988) recognize that charisma is not solely a
possession of a leader but is an interplay of a leader's attributes with followers'
needs, beliefs, values, and perceptions. Charismatic leaders are distinguished by
strategic vision, unconventional management involving personal risk, strong
articulation skills, and inspirational management practices. They are able to build
self-esteem and trust in followers, articulate a transforming vision, and empower
followers. Charismatic leaders appeal more to the emotional sphere of the followers
rather than the cognitive sphere. Because of this, followers are frequently highly
charged. One becomes a charismatic leader when the followers' attitudes are
changed and the vision is accepted and embodied by them.
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The development of the charismatic model is highly indebted to the study of
Bums (1978). Through using historical analyses of leaders, Bums distinguished
between transactional and transforming leadership. Transactional leadership
involves someone coming together with others for a given purpose where there is a
mutual exchange of valued things, whether economic, political, or psychological in
nature. Each is aware of the other's resources that can be contributed to the goal.
The parties have nothing to bind them together following the accomplishment.
Transforming leadership takes place when leaders and followers raise moral content
to a higher level. Resources are merged, not as counterweights, but in support of a
common goal. Because this type of leadership raises the level of "human conduct
and ethical aspirations of both the leader and led," it transforms those involved (20).
The leader and followers are bound by a higher purpose which binds them together
in mutual sacrifice. Some conmientators (Bass, 1990; Smith and Peterson, 1988)
parallel transforming leadership with what is commonly thought of as charismatic
leadership. Bass comments that this type of leadership is what most think of as the
"ideal" type of leadership (54).
Drawing from Bums, Peters and Waterman (1982) advocate examining
leadership as "transactional" or "transformational." Transformational leadership is
more effective. Transactional leadership is principally involved in accomplishing the
routine tasks which that take up most of a leader's time. On the other hand.
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transfomiational leadership causes a leader and follower(s) to be so engaged that
each is raised to a higher level ofmotivation and morality in which they are linked to
support a common purpose.
The Bible and Leadership
The starting point of any discussion of leadership from a Christian
perspective is scripture. The Bible is filled with examples of great leaders, vivid
images of effective leadership, and Usts of the qualifications and traits of leaders.
Most of the accepted leadership positions in secular leadership can be undergirded
by scripture.
Even a cursory reading of scripture quickly reveals great leaders of both the
Old Testament and the New Testament. Moses led the Hebrews out of Egypt to the
Promised Land. Deborah led the Jewish army to victory over Sisera's army. David
reigned as king over the Jews. Jesus led those who tmsted him to abundant life.
Paul led in the establishment of mission to the Gentiles. These are but a few of the
many leaders who were greatly used by God.
Scripture stresses the importance of a leader possessing appropriate traits. In
his search for a new king to replace Saul, the prophet Samuel looked in amazement
at a young shepherd named David. Then God reminded Samuel that "man looks at
the outward appearance, but the LORD looks at the heart" (1 Samuel 16:7c, NIV).
Qualities most important for spiritual leaders come from the heart. Two of the most
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prominent heart traits are faith and love (Proverbs 3:3; Romans 10:8-10; 1 Timothy
1:5; 2 Tunothy 2:22; 1 Peter 1:22). In one of the New Testament's lists of great Old
Testament leaders, Hebrews 11:1-32, the quality common to all was faith. Loving
for God with all of one's heart (Deuteronomy 6:5) was basic to the Hebrew religion.
Jesus' confrontation with Peter on the shore of the Sea of Galilee after the
resurrection demonstrates the centrality of love in ministry. Three times Jesus asked
Peter if he loved him. Each affirmative response from Peter was followed with a
command to care for the sheep (John 21:15-17).
The biblical emphasis upon personal qualities of leaders is not limited to just
faith and love. In the Pastoral epistles, three passages (1 Timothy 3:2-7; Titus 1:6-9;
1 Peter 5:2-3) offer lists of what traits and behaviors are expected to be exercised by
pastoral leaders.'' Several of these qualities have a similar tone to those proposed
by modem writers: "self-control" (1 Tunothy 3:2) "management of self (Bennis and
Nanus, 1985); "able to teach" (1 Timothy 3:2) "meaning through communication"
(Bennis and Nanus, 1985); "not overbearing" (Titus 1:7) or "not lording it over those
entmsted to you" (1 Peter 5:3) - "extremely rigid, authoritative" (negative traits that
hindered leadership, Geier, 1965). Of course some of the biblical traits such as
"upright" and "holy" (Titus 1:8) are unique traits required ofChristian leaders.
Within scripture, the idea that leadership is essential in organizations is
illustrated. In the latter years of the Judges, the Hebrews began begging for someone
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to fulfill the role of "king" over the nation (1 Samuel 12:12). After Jesus' ascension,
the disciples thought it was necessary to choose a person to take the place of Judas as
one of the Twelve (Acts 1:20-22).
Two of the most prominent models of leadership in scripture are that of
shepherdand servant. Both of these models are found in the Old Testament and the
New Testament. The scriptural concept of shepherd as a leader originated early as
an image ofGod's care for his people (Genesis 48:15). The idea was originally
applied to human leaders in relationship to Moses and his successor (Numbers
27:16-17). Later in the Old Testament, monarchs who mled Israel were referred to
as shepherds (2 Samuel 5:2; Ezekiel 34:8). The coming Messiah is also described as a
shepherd (Ezekiel 34:23; Micah 5:2-4). When Jesus appeared, he referred to himself
as the "good shepherd" (John 10:1 1, 14). The leaders of the early church also were
called shepherds (Acts 20:28; 1 Peter 5:2).
The model of a shepherd carried two very important implications for leaders.
First of all, it was highly relational. Shepherds were responsible to care for those
who were in the flock (Isaiah 40:1 1). At times this might even mean shepherds
placing their own lives on the line in order to save the sheep (John 10:1 1; 1 Samuel
17:34-35). Secondly, middle eastem shepherds led their sheep by walking in front of
the flock while the sheep followed. This model of initiating leadership was applied to
the shepherds ofGod's people (Numbers 27:16-17).
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The second model of leadership as a servant is expressed most vividly in
Jesus' words: "The Son ofMan did not come to be served, but to serve, and to give
his life as a ransom for many" (Matthew 20:28, NIV)/* These words flow in a
consistent fashion from the Old Testament's messianic expectation of the suffering
servant (Isaiah 42:1-4). Jesus passed this model of servant leadership on to his
followers (Matthew 20:24-28; Mark 9:34-36). Later in the New Testament, this style
of leadership is still advocated (2 Timothy 2:24-26). At the heart of this style is a
gentle and non-overbearing approach to those being led. Richards and Hoeldtke
(1980) point out that a servant shows rdXhet than /e/fe his/her followers and attempts
to get followers to come by virtue of free choice.
Jesus as well as other great biblical leaders were transformational leaders.
Jesus called his followers to a higher level of existence. Although there was the
promise of rewards (transactional leadership), those who followed were willing to
sacrifice a great deal. Jesus own words demonstrate this: "If anyone would come
after me, he must deny himself and take up his cross and follow me" (Matthew 16:24,
NIV). When the going got tough and immediate rewards seemed meager, many did
not continue to follow Jesus (John 6:60-66). But for those who followed, Jesus
provided a vivid vision ofGod's kingdom. These followers were willing to place
their very lives in jeopardy for the sake of the kingdom.
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One dimension more prominent in scripture than secular writings on
leadership is the concept of leadership as a gift. According to scripture some are
given leadership gifts (Romans 12:8; Ephesians 4:1 1). These leadership gifts are
included in the lists of spiritual gifts given by the Holy Spirit. Kinghom (1976) says
that "a spiritual gift is a supematural ability or capacity given by God to enable the
Christian to minister and to serve" (22). He asserts the gift of leadership or the gift
of administration "equips one to lead in matters of church organization and
government" and "to direct and organize a larger group of Christians so that each
one is released to perform his ministry without the hindrance of disorganization"
(85). Leadership gifts are given by God (James 1:17) in order to help equip persons
to lead within the church.
Christian Applications of Leadership Theories
The literature on effective leadership from a Christian perspective has been
influenced by many of the same strands which have shaped secular thinking on the
subject. The books by Jones (1988) and Lee (1989) are examples of handbooks
which summarize many of the principal secular writings on leadership and adapt
them to the Christian sphere. In the religious sphere, however, the conclusions tend
to be either products of a writer's personal experience or his/her observation of other
leaders. Religious literature lags far behind secular material in terms of quantifiable
studies. Frequently, the material seems to be a compilation of secular information
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which is inserted into a Christian context. This is not to say, however, that religious
literature on leadership is not creative and enlightening.
Among some Christian authors, viewing leadership from a trait perspective
has been popular. Drawing from Tom Peter's approach of searching for excellence.
Biles (1988) examined churches of "excellence" in the Lutheran tradition. He found
the churches of excellence had pastoral leadership that exhibited the four traits
Bennis and Nanus (1985) found in leaders. Biles' approach in investigating
leadership was done primarily through interviewing pastors and laity in the churches
of excellence. Relying nearly exclusively on Biblical material and personal
experience. Hocking (1991) dealt with pastoral leadership from a trait perspective.
He identified seven essential traits needed for effective leadership within the church:
example, communication, ability, motivation, authority, strategy, and love. He
explained each of these by using scriptures which relate to them.
Blackwood (1959) examined pastoral leadership primarily in terms of roles
pastors have to perform. He identified eight means to the goals of a pastor (exalting
the church, leading worship, preaching, teaching, pastoring, counseling, praying, and
planning) and provided "sage" wisdom on how the pastor is to perform those tasks.
In a more recent analysis, Lingren and Shawchuck (1984) also focus on pastoral
leadership in terms of roles to be performed. Drawing from Calvin, they identify
three pastoral roles which they assert should be exercised in balance with one
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another. The three roles are the prophetic which challenges followers to love and
justice, the priestlyvfYaoh focuses upon pastoral-sacramental activities, and the
kinglywhich deals with the administrative aspect of leadership.
Based upon Blake and Mouton's Managerial Grid, Steele maintained the
appropriate pastoral style is 9,9 (1986). He believed that leadership within the
church must have both high levels of relationship and task orientation. The
importance of high relationship in leading rests upon two assumptions: (1) the care
of the needs of people are fundamental to the pastoral task and (2) the nature of the
"Body of Christ" calls for a leader to encoiu-age the proper use of individual gifts.
On the side of task orientation, Steele saw the main aim of "production" as the
growth of people. A pastor facilitates this through planning, recmitment of
volunteers, work execution, and follow-up. Steele pointed out that pastoral
leadership differs from business models in that pastors must work with volunteers
whose commitment tends to be less than paid workers and that, moreover, the span
of control for a pastor is much greater than others in management.
Drawing from their Roman Catholic background, Sweetser and Holden
(1987) have outlined five leadership styles commonly used by parish priests. Like
other models, the styles they highlighted are on a authoritative-laissez faire
continuum. The first is a telling style in which the leader makes the decisions in an
autocratic fashion and tells the congregation what to do. Next is the selling style in
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which the leader makes the decision and then through political and manipulative
procedures convinces the congregation of its rightness. This is followed by the
testing style where the pastor makes the decision only after he has secured approval
from others. The facilitating style is the one these authors consider as the ideal. One
using this style seeks the participation of others in decision making and sees that the
people are a part of the process. The final style is the resting ox laissez faire style.
Sweetser and Holden presented a biased and negative portrait of each of the styles
except the facilitating style.
Wolff (1969) incorporated several dimensions of leadership thought in his
analysis of pastoral leadership. He provided a brief overview of several leadership
styles'' pointing out both their strengths and weaknesses. He recognized that there
is no one appropriate style of leading since "style and situation cannot be divorced"
(21). The choice of a leadership style by a Christian leader is determined by
personality, group expectation, and the actual situation of the group. Wolff
identified a list of traits, such as strength of character, decisiveness, courage, etc.,
which enable one to lead effectively.
In a discussion of leadership which bears heavy resemblance to Wolff,
Engstrom (1976, Engstrom and Dayton 1976) affumed that effective leadership is
contingent upon personality, needs and character of the group, and the situation.
Leadership is situational and based on "the right person" leading "the right group" in
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"the right set of circumstances" (1976, p. 26). Engstrom maintained many styles of
leadership are available to Christian leaders but focused upon a continuum of four
styles. His model is very reminiscent ofWolffs even though the names of each style
are different and have been modified slightly. The first style is JaJssez faire where
virtually no leadership is given and the group is allowed to act as it pleases. This is
followed by democratic-participative which invites the group to make decisions in a
democratic fashion. The benevolent-autocratic is a patemalistic form of leadership
which is directive yet desires to maintain close relationships. Finally there is the
autocratic-bureaucratic which is highly directive and draws its authority from the
mles and procedures of the organization.'* Engstrom felt each style has both
strengths and weaknesses and that the effective leader must choose the appropriate
style for a particular situation. Like Wolff, he provided a list of traits (such as desire
for achievement, acceptance of authority, faith and prayer, etc.) which he thought
effective leaders possess. Engstrom and Dayton (1979) maintained that Christian
leaders must be change agents.
In an excellent article, Dale (1981) affumed that the most effective style of
pastoral leadership takes place when the leader's style is "meshed" with followers'
style and the stmcture demands of the situation. Using this contingency approach,
he identified five descriptive styles and told when they are most effective. The coach
is an effective long range style which develops people and builds a team. Dale
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favored this style over the others yet recognized the others can be effective. The
dictator controls people and decisions. This can prove to be an effective style over
the short haul especially in crisis situations. TheJoker seeks to entertain and build
fellowship and can be effective when a change of pace is needed. The hermit retreats
from people and conflict. Even though Dale believed the hermit \s seldom effective,
the style can be used when spiritual renewal is needed and to diffuse a "no-win"
situation. Finally, there is the workahohc who is addicted to work. Dale believed
this style is often attractive but hardly ever effective. Dale encouraged pastors to
identify their primary and secondary styles of leadership as well as their followers'
style.
In an mteresting article, Nauss (1989) described research where he sought to
find what styles and behaviors were effective among ministers. Using the Ministerial
Function Scale, he tested a group of pastors to see which of the seven styles
{preacher-priest, administrator, community and social involvement, personal and
spiritualmodel, visitor-counselor and teacher, and evangelist) each \ised. Then using
a modified version of the Leadership Behavior Description Questionnaire, the
behavioral patterns of each were measured. Nauss discovered effectiveness of each
style was coupled with certain behaviors. He concluded that "the pastor who is
effective overall reflects an exceptional use of a large number of leader behaviors"
(65).
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Drawing from a systems theory approach to organizational understanding,
Lingren and Shawchuck (1984) believe the most effective model of pastoral
leadership is the pastor being a church manager. As a manager, the pastor is equally
concerned about the mission of the church, its environment, and the human
resources are part of the church. These authors believe a pastor has three tasks: to
clarify the purpose and mission of the church, make people's involvement in the
mission both fruitful and fulfilling, and focus attention of the church on its impact
and relationship to its environment. The pastor has six responsibilities: "clarifying
the mission and setting the objectives, planning and integrating, organizing and
designing structures, motivating and communicating, evaluating, and stimulating
future growth for self and others" (144).
Friedman (1985) has added to the understanding of pastoral leadership from
a systems perspective. He believed it is crucial for a pastoral leader to maintain self-
difTerentiation. He explained this concept as follows:
If a leader will take primary responsibility for his or her position as
"head" and work hard to define his or her own goals and self, while
staying in touch with the rest of the organism, there is a more than
reasonable chance that the body will follow (229).
Friedman felt effective leaders have to stay in touch, take clearly defmed positions,
and have to be prepared to deal with resistance of others to their self-differentiation.
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Many Christian authors believe that secular models of leadership are
inadequate for Christian leaders. Furgeson (1950) declared that "love for tmth and a
love for persons is what makes a minister" (34). McKenna (1989) recognized most of
the secular studies miss the mark for Christian leaders. He asserted that according to
trait and style studies even "scoundrels" could be leaders (34). He felt however that
Christian leaders must maintain a high character. He proposes an incamationa]
model of leadership which focuses upon character. While the model contains
elements similar to secular models such as sensitivity to culture and competence, it
also highlights unique features of transformed character through theHoly Spirit and
the desire to glorify God. The strategy of the incarnate leader focuses on vision,
mission, and tone as defmed by Jesus. The task of the incamate leader involves the
employment of people team building and empowering.
Church Growth and Leadership
Any discussion of a topic related to church growth should include an analysis
of the contributions by the father of the church growth movement, Donald
McGavran. Although McGavran did not deal with pastoral leadership and church
growth in an explicit fashion, he did address some issues which shed light upon
effective pastoral leadership activities. McGavran (1990) points out that setting
goals and makinghard bold plans are essential in administrating for church growth.
Clearly a pastor's roles in providing vision, keeping the church on target, and
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involving the people are vital. Building upon the foundation ofMcGavran, Hunter
(1987) maintained there is a need for church leaders to be involved in proactive
planning which prepares for the future. This type of planning involves two stages:
(1) strategicplanning v/hich involves assessing where the church is now, where one
wants to go, and how to get there and (2) operationalplanning}^
Another leading authority in the area of church growth, Peter Wagner (1984),
asserted that pastoral leadership is a key to church grow1;h. He said research reveals
that greater church growth potential exists when strong pastoral leadership is present
(1981, 1984). According to Wagner, a strong pastor is a visionary, goal setter, and
manager as opposed to an implementer, enabler, and foreman. Strong pastoral
leadership is characterized by directiveness on the part of the pastor. Such
leadership is not automatic but is eamed over time by the pastor who acts as a
servant leader. On the other hand, growth potential is enhanced when the ministry is
principally performed by the people instead of the pastor. The pastor's role is to
recmit, equip, delegate, and monitor the ministry of the people. In agreement with
Wagner, George and Logan (1987) believe that growth potential increases as a
pastor leads others to do ministry. They affirm that a pastor has three primary roles:
preacher, shepherd, and leader-manager. Harper (1977) took a slightly different
approach. He too believed that church growth requires wise leadership which is
different from traditional leadership. He advocated what he calls shared leadership
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or team leadership. At first this sounds as though it is in direct opposition to
Wagner's notions. Yet Harper recognized that each team needs a captain. His
approach is like Wagner's in that he too advocates shared ministry.
Wagner and others advocate a contingency approach to leadership style in
relationship to church growth. Wagner (1984) asserts that the key word is
"flexibility" (98). The appropriate style for a pastor depends upon five factors: the
cultural range of the people, socio-economic range, denominational expectations,
local church expectations, and personality of the pastor. These factors help to
determine what style(s) will be most effective in a given situation. Wagner
recognized that as a church grows it is necessary for pastors to change their
leadership style. Wagner's thinking is consistent with Hunter's (1987) at this point.
Hunter said no one style of leadership is best but is contingent on indigenous factors.
He also believed that major shifts in style must occur to maintain growth. Jones
(1988) said the evidence indicates that pastors using various styles congment with
situational factors can be effective in leadmg their churches to growth. He labeled
three factors which influence style: the natiu-e and personality ofmembers of the
group, the task to be performed, and the structure of the organization. He pointed
out that pastors of effective growing churches demonstrate three things about their
leadership style: (1) they know who they are; (2) they know what to do in keeping
with their strengths and styles; and (3) they know where they are going.
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One of the leading contributors to church growth, Lyle Schaller, asserted that
effective pastoral leadership style is contingent primarily upon the size of a
congregation. He stated that the larger the congregation the more vital it is for the
pastor to use a directive initiating style of leadership (1986). He considered pastoral
leadership to be the major key for growth in larger congregations (1983). In smaller
congregations, a more democratic participative style is needed. While he affirmed
that different styles can be effective, he also believed that a patemalistic style (1972)
and unpredictable and inconsistent styles are bad styles (1979, 1980). He identified
several qualities present in pastors of growing churches: desire for growth, future
oriented, problems are seen as opportunities, willing to asstmie strong leadership, be
the number one leader of the congregation (1983), likes people, and is responsive to
their needs (1975).
Drawing from Bums, Schaller argued that transformational vasiead of
transactional lesiders lead a church to growth (1993). The transformational leader or
the "visionary initiating pastor" (1993) rarely ever has majority support in a
democratic system (1986). The transformation pastor is able to conceptualize a new
vision for tomorrow and articulate that vision so as to rally support, knows how to
tum the vision into reality (1992), and transforms followers into leaders who
transform the "world" (1986). Schaller associated the transformational leader with
his popularized notion of "rancher" (1983). Part of the transformation happens
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within the pastor who is changed from being a shepherd who is personally involved
in caring for the whole congregation to a rancher spends more time with groups and
delegates the care to others (1977, 1993).
Drawing from Schaller, Anderson (1990) also spoke in terms of transactional
and transformational leaders. Anderson recognized that transactional leaders are
consensus implementers who allow the group to go where it wants to go. They are
highly participative and nearly laissez faire. On the other hand, the transformational
leaders are active, take the initiative, and stay close to the action and the people.
They see authority as given by the people and not through position. During times of
adversity, transformational leaders excel. Anderson believed that it is the
transformational leader who is needed to move the church forward in the 1990's and
beyond.
Similiarly, Callahan (1990) advocated that pastors be missionarypastors. He
identified five types of leaders which he described in terms of the nature of
leadership.^ The first type of leader is the managerwho is principally concerned
with the well-being of the organization and focuses upon material things. The
second type is the boss or the benevolent authoritarian dictator who assumes to
know what is best and identifies strong leadership with getting his/her own way. The
boss sees life as a hierarchial system and works to create a caste system within the
organization. The third type of leader is the enableror the development process
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plannerwho believes life is a process and the task of leading is to assist in helping
other through the stages of development. The fourth type of leader is the
charismatic inspirerov motivatorwho views life as crisis in which each apocalyptic
event must be dealt decisively. Callahan believes that while a charismatic inspirer
may be able to lead a Christian movement forward, yet a great deal of energy must
be exerted by the leader and the followers in facing crisis after crisis. When the
leader or members of the group make a misstep, much of what has been built can
cmmble. Callahan advocates the missionarypastor as the best type of leader to
move the church forward. The missionary pastor sees life as a search in which he/she
helps persons to discovery and fulfillment in life's fundamental searches for
individuality, community, meaning, and hope. Callahan asserted that the missionary
pastor uses as his/her resources for leadership wisdom, judgement, vision, common
sense, and prayer.
Pastoral Leadership Style in Churches with Worship Attendance of 200-350
Several implications regarding pastoral leadership style and churches of this
size can be drawn from the church growth literature discussed above. First of all, as
several authors state, church size is an important variable, if not the most important
variable, in the selection of a leadership style. While there may be some flexibility in
effective styles which will lead to growth, there are only a few styles of leadership
that will enable churches of this size to sustain continued growth. Two important
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features of leadership that appeared in much of the church growth material, "leaders
lead" and "leaders equip and delegate ministry to others," are also important for
leaders in churches of this size.
Some churches that average between 200-350 in Sunday "moming"^'
worship fit into Schaller's description of the "awkward-sized church" (1985). The
awkward-sized church which averages between 160-240 in worship, feels comfortable
to the laity yet is too large and too complex to be served effectively by a single
pastor. Yet because of its size, it generally lacks the resources to employ additional
program staff. Schaller contends that the awkward-sized church is too large to be
served by a pastor who uses a democratic-participatory style. He states it rather
explicitly: "It is far more difficult to implement a participatory system of
congregational self-government when the membership reaches one hundred and
nearly impossible if the membership exceeds two hundred" (1986, p. 173). If one
attempts to use that style, Schaller asserts it will create a barrier to growth (1985). In
another place, Schaller (1992) asserts that the most common pattern of govemance
in churches 225-450 is that the pastor holds a large amount of power. An mitiating
visionary style is needed to thmst these churches forward.
Even an exceptional pastor can only care for up to 200 (Wagner, 1984;
Bankhead, Keohneke, Tillapaugh, and Tyndall, 1987). At that point his/her energy
and time are exhausted. Wagner (1984) contends that if a church is going to break
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the "200 barrier" the pastor must share the ministry. Since he/she cannot provide all
the care as it grows larger, the pastor must recmit, equip, and delegate ministry to
others. This calls for a pastor to shift from being a "shepherd" to becoming a
"rancher." This transition can be especially difficult for both the pastor and
congregation. Most pastors are trained in ministry using the shepherd model of
care. Longtime members of congregations of churches with less than 200 are
accustomed to one-on-one personal care by the pastor and often have difficulty in
experiencing a change of leadership style by the pastor. They often think the pastor
does not care for them any more.
Churches which average between 200-350 are in a transitional state. They are
not considered by most of their members to be a large multi-staffed church category
yet they are not small ormiddle sized since they are in the top 1 5% of churches in the
U.S. (Jones, 1988). This transitional state makes the appropriate pastoral style
cmcial if the church is to grow.
Easum (1990) believed a church with 200-500 at worship needs a pastor who
functions as a ChiefOperating Officer. Easum said that this is a pastor:
who can prioritize and act on what is important, ignoring the not-so-
important. Because such sized churches usually do not provide
adequate program staff, the pastor must be able to prioritize what the
church will do and what it will neglect. This requires a pastor who can
anticipate, adjust to, and interpret change to the congregation.
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Conclusion
Hiunan organizations are dependent upon leadership for their health and
effectiveness. There are multiple dimensions of leadership and no one theory or
model adequately addresses all of them. Through the years of leadership research
there has been both an evolution of the study as well as transformation in the field.
As research continues, new discoveries will continue to provide insight into the
nature of leadership.
Most of those who write about leadership from a Christian perspective have
borrowed heavily from secular writers. In reality, the Christian authors have added
little additional insight to the subject as a whole. Overall, they have brought
leadership theory to a place where it can be used by Christian leaders. Also, they
have helped to point out some of the unique dimensions ofChristian leadership.
In the specific area of the type of pastoral leadership needed for churches with
200-350 in worship to continuing growing, there seems to be two key words,
directiveness and flexibility. Effective pastors in churches of this size must not be
afraid to provide direction and vision for the church. They need to see that the
church is kept on track to accomplish the mission God has designed for it. The
effective pastor also must be flexible though. Given the variables of culture, and
particular situations, this pastor needs to be able to adapt to changing situations.
The pastor of this size congregation must learn to share the ministry of the church
with the people and lead them toward their mission.
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Notes
Chapter 2
1 . Jennings' use of the terai "executive" could be a label for a bureaucraticmanager. He
felt that leadership was being stifled by organizational bureaucracy.
2. They found 10 fatal flaws: insensitive to others (cold, aloof, arrogant), betrayal of
tmst, overly ambitious,2. specific performance problems, overmanaging, unable to staff
effectively, unable to think strategically, unable to adapt to bosseswith different styles,
overdependent. Those who were successful shared the ability to handle adversity, were
calm, confident, and predictable, and were able to get along with different people.
3. The traits he identified were adaptable to situations, alert to social environment,
ambitious and achievement-oriented, assertive, cooperative, decisive, dependable,
dominant, energetic, persistent, self-confident, tolerant ofstress, andwilling to assume
responsibility. Thenine skillswereclever, conceptually skilled, creative, diplomatic and
tactful, fluent in speaking, knowledgeable about group tasks, organized, persuasive, and
socially skilled.
4. In order to compensate for this weakness, Yukl proposes a rather comprehensive
taxonomy for different role behaviors under various circumstances that will ensure
effectiveness (1981, pp. 192-198).
5. Dmcker defines an executive as one who is responsible for actions and decisions that
contribute to the performance ofthe organization (9). According to his understanding,
an executive falls into the category of a leader.
6. Dmcker identifies executive effectiveness in terms of their practices. Here he is
dealing with a set of behaviors.
7. In a section of this work, Likert examinesmanagement in volimtary organizations by
reviewing a study that examined effective and noneffective units of League ofWomen
Voters. The study found that themost effective units were directed by presidents who
used minimal effort to pressure participation but the members themselves used high
pressure among other members for involvement. Presidents ofeffective leagues helped
to create and maintain organization that promoted high interaction among members
and high value for performance (pp.140-161).
8. The adversarial \s very similar to McCoby's description of the jungle fighter.
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9. Based on thisMacCoby is closely related to the contingency theorieswhich assert that
leadership effectiveness is a combination of style and situation.
10. MacCoby believed that the gamesman type which was so successful in the 1960's
and 70's would not be as successful in the 1980's and beyond. He suggested that the
very sense ofwinning would create an environment where cooperation would be lost
because each person would be out for personal victory. MacCoby felt that effective
leadership in the present age must develop a new model. That new model of leader
would embody a caring about people which is concemed with their dignity and self-
development. He felt that this characteristic must be enhanced by the study of the
humanities. The new leadershipmust be adept atbuilding coalitions and forming allies.
Integral to this is a need for the leaders to take a "participative" approach in working
with others.
1 1 . Hunt argued that there is a need for a paradigm shift in leadership research. He
thought that the early concepts of contingency theory did not adequately address the
complexity of leadership and provided to little direction for leader behavior. He saw
that it has already begun in the evolution of a second generation of contingency
theorists and with the develop of interest in charismatic or transformation leadership.
12. These concepts are sinular to the Ohio State leadership studies' labels of
consideration and initiating structures.
13. For another approach of using corporate lifecycles and leadership style see Miller
(1989).
14. Adizes used the word "management" instead of leadership. In seems that in his
discussion of styles that the terms can be interchanged. He does distinguish between
"leadership" and "management" earlier in hiswork. Management is understood as the
position that one has in directing an organization. Leadership is what themanager does
to direct and guide the organization (48).
15. See Femando (1984) for a good discussion of the traits in 1 Timothy.
1 6. This concept observantleadersliiphas been picked up by several authors (Greenleaf,
1982; Kirkpatrick, 1988; Richards and Hoeldtke, 1980).
17. Wolff discusses the following styles: democratic, autocratic, patemalistic, partisan,
laissez faire, expert, and management.
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18. Engstrom and Dayton (1976) simplify this list of styles by highlighting them in
singular fashion verses compound. They identify five styles: bureaucratic, permissive,
laissez faire, participative, and autocratic.
19. For another discussion on planning in church growthmaterial, seeWagner (1987).
In this book Wagner approaches planning on a broad base of reaching the world for
Christ.
20. Callahan wanted to avoid talking about leadership in terms of "style." He says,
"Leadership is not amatter of tricks and techniques, styles and strategies. Leadership
ismatterof focus and perspective, understanding and direction" (92). While leadership
is a matter of direction, each leader does exhibit particular styles. It is the contention
of this author that the style used by a leader will have a profound impact on his/her
effectiveness. WhenCallahan discusses the "natureofleadership," it seems that "nature"
is very close to the concept of style presented in this work.
21. Here "morning" denotes the principal worship services of a congregation whether
it meets on Sunday mornings or another time.
CHAPTER 3
Design of the Study
Leadership is one of the keys that determines the effectiveness of any
organization. Within the church, an essential ingredient fostering vitality in local
congregations is pastoral leadership. It sets the tone for growth of churches. Given
the proper leadership, churches can grow and fulfill the Great Commission.
Within local churches, several variables influence what pastoral leadership
styles will be successful. One of these which has a significant impact is church size.
As churches become larger, their organizational needs change making it necessary
for leadership pattems to change in order for them to remain healthy. Pastors of
churches with more than 200 in attendance cannot provide the same amount of
intimate relationships with the people as in smaller churches. The increased number
ofministries in the larger churches require different type of pastoral involvement
than in smaller churches.
THE PROBLEM AND PURPOSE
Most pastors begin their ministries in smaller churches of less than 200 in
worship. This factor is especially tme in United Methodist churches in the Holston
Annual Conference. This means most pastors initially leam "how to lead" in single
cell congregations. Unfortunately, when these pastors are appointed to churches of
200+ or are a part of churches that grow beyond that level, they are often
unprepared for the new leadership demands of the larger churches. Not only is there
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a need for raising awareness concerning the changes needed in pastoral leadership,
but models are needed which will help pastors to be effective leaders in these
congregations.
In order to address this problem, this research project seeks to ascertain what
leadership style fosters growth in churches with an average worship attendance of
200-350 in the Holston Annual Conference of the United Methodist Church.
Research Questions
Six questions were addressed by this project.
1. Is there any particular leadership style or group of styles common to those
who Phave pastored growing churches in Holston Conference that range in worship
attendance from 200-350?
2. Is there a correlation between pastoral leadership style and the rate of church
growth?
3. Are there significant differences between the leadership styles of the pastors of
growing churches and non-growing churches?
4. Is leadership style a significant factor which contributes to the growth of these
churches?
5. Do churches that have an attendance between 200-350 have different
leadership needs than those with attendances less than 200?
6. What additional factors contributed to the growth of these churches?
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Population and Sample
The population for this study was taken from the pastors of Holston Annual
Conference who had served churches which had annual average worship attendances
between 200-350. Among that group, those who were a part of the study had served
at least consecutive five years or more in one of the churches. Forty-six pastors
qualified according the perimeters of this study. A total of 37 pastors responded to
the inventories.
From the group that participated in the study, five pastors representing 13.5%
of the total respondents were interviewed by telephone. The five were chosen in such
a way as to represent the various types of churches. The churches were divided into
five categories according to church type using 5 of 6 ofHunter's basic type
identifications: downtown oldfirst cburcb, the neighborhood church, the
metropolitan church, the town church, and an open country church (1987, 190-
193).' A panel of experts consisting of two district superintendents and one member
of the conference council on ministries were asked to select five churches served by
pastors which were representative of churches of this size throughout the conference.
Instrumentation Reliability and Validity
Two different instruments were used in conducting this research. Each pastor
who participated in the study was given the LEAD SELF: Leadership
Style/Perception of Self inventory which was developed introduced in 1973 and later
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revised by Paul Hersey and Kenneth Blanchard (1989). The instrument is a paper-
and-pencil inventory which asks the leader to choose one of four responses to each of
12 hypothetical leadership situations (see Appendix, Figure 5). Each response
represents one of the four leadership styles suggested by Hersey and Blanchard. The
styles are descriptive of the level (high-low) of relational and directive behavior of
the leader.
The instrument has been used extensively in leadership training programs,
major corporations, and government agencies since its introduction in 1973 and is
widely accepted in management circles throughout the US. Despite widespread use,
the instrument is not without its critics. Butler and Reese (1991) in testing the
instrument with 41 insurance executives, concluded that the LEAD instrument was
unreliable in supporting Hersey and Blanchard's situational leadership style model.
Hersey and Blanchard's model is based on the hypothesis that effective leadership
style corresponds to a follower's readiness. In order to be effective, leaders must
adapt their leadership style to match their followers' readiness. In this study, the
purpose is not dealing with the readiness of congregations or subordinates. These
uistruments are being used in this study solely to determine dominate leadership
style.
The second instrument used was a telephone interview which was designed by
the researcher (see Appendix, Figure 6). Its basic purpose was to provide a
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descriptive picture of the type of church settings and style of leadership
demonstrated by the five of the pastors. The basic interview consisted of 13
questions which were asked of each of the 5 pastors selected. Questions to clarify
their answers or expand upon them were asked by the interviewer. Their answers
were written down by the interviewer.
Data Collection
The information concerning the attendance and pastoral records was
collected from annual reports provided by each church for the designated years of
the study. These records were compiled in annual journals for Holston Conference
for the years 1982-1991. These records were placed on a data base in the Conference
office in Johnson City, Tennessee. The data base records were accessed to determine
the growth rate and pastoral records.
The data for the pencil-and-paper inventory was collected by mail. An initial
letter (see Appendix, Figure 7) was sent to the pastors who met the population
criterion. The letter explained the nature of the research project and requested each
person participate in the study. Enclosed in the envelope was a copy of the LEAD
SELF along with directions for taking the inventory. A retum stamped envelope
was provided for each participant to retum the answers for the test.
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Two weeks after sending the original letter, I sent a reminder card (see
Appendix, Figure 8) to each pastor who has not returned the card requesting him/her
to complete the inventory. I attempted to contact those who had not responded by
phone and asked if they intended to complete the test and return it. Two additional
weeks were given for the inventories to be returned before scoring them.
Phone interviews were conducted with five of the pastors who responded to
the inventories and matched the sample description above. When I called each
pastor, I explained that I was following up on my study by conducting interviews
with a select group. I inquired if he was willing to participate in the interview. If the
time of the call was convenient for the interviews, I preceded with the interview. If it
was an inconvenient time, I set a time at a later date to conduct it. Each interview
took 20-30 minutes.
Variables and Scales
The independent variable in this study measured by the inventories was
pastoral leadership style. I presume that pastoral leadership style influenced the
growth of average worship attendance.
The dependent variable was the size of the average worship attendance
measured on a yearly basis. The dependent variable was measured on a quantitative
scale based upon the percentage of annual increase.
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Control
In order to provide a comparative group for this study, the LEAD inventory
was sent to all pastors in Holston Annual Conference churches which had an
average worship attendance of 200-350. In order to maintain a similar control
group, each pastor selected must have served at least consecutive five years in one of
the churches. The pastoral leadership styles of the pastors of churches which did not
experience growth at a 1.26% annual rate were compared with the styles of those
pastors whose churches did experience growth at a rate above 1.26%.
The telephone interviews contained questions concerning the demographics of
the church and community which may have influenced growth. Since their churches
were representative of others of this size in the conference, this helped to provide
more control for the results of this study.
Data Analysis
In order to determine if a positive correlation existed between leadership style
and increase in church attendance, a linear regression was calculated from the data
received from the pastors of the churches which grew in attendance. The dominate
leadership style of each pastor as determined by the LEAD instrument was assigned
a numerical value {Sl = l, S2=2, S3=3, S4=4}. Each of these values was paired with
the average annual attendance of the church the pastor served. A linear regression
was then calculated using these figures. If the procedure yielded a 75%� or higher
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relationship, it would have been assumed that a strong relationship exists between
the dominate style and attendance growth. The data from the pastors of the non-
growth churches was analyzed in the same fashion. The two groups were compared
to see if the styles of the growth group are unique.
The information gathered from the interviews was used to highlight the
results of the statistical analysis mentioned above. It helped to provide a fuller view
of the leadership ofmore effective pastors who facilitated the churches in attendance
growth. Also it provided a portrait of the churches diuing the test period. The
interviews examined some additional variables which may have contributed to the
growth of the churches.
Notes
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Chapter 3
1 . Hunter identifies six basic types. The one that is not included in this study is the
specialpurpose church. This type was omitted fi"om this study because it is extremely
difficult to determine with great accuracywhich of the churches fits this category given
the records that were available.
CHAPTER 4
Findings of the Study
Between the years of 1982-1991, the Holston Annual Conference of the
United Methodist Church had 60 churches which recorded average worsliip service
attendance between 200-350. At the beginning of the period, 16 of these churches
had worship attendance less than 200 and 3 had attendance above 350. During the
10 year period, all of these churches had an average attendance that fell within the
parameters of the study group. By 1991, 10 of the churches saw their worship
attendance drop below 200 while 5 churches grew beyond the 350 level. (See Figure
9 in the Appendix.)
During the 10 year study period, the average combined annual growth' rate
of all of the churches was 1.26%. Twenty-two of the churches grew at a rate higher
than the mean. Twenty of the churches experienced decline in their annual average
attendance. (See figure 1.)
Of the 60 churches which were within the attendance boundaries, 45 were
served by the same pastor for a minimum period of 5 years. One of the 45 churches
was served by two pastors for two 5 year periods. Altogether, a total of 46 pastors
qualified for this study. Of the 46 pastors, three were eliminated from the study for
the following reasons: one was deceased, one had serious health problems which
prohibited his participation, and one was the researcher of this project.^
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Figure 1
Forty-three LEAD inventories along with a letter describing the research
were sent to pastors who qualified for this study. Within two weeks of the mailing,
26 of the 43 pastors or 60.5% had been completed and retumed their inventories. A
follow-up card was sent to those pastors who had not retumed their inventories.
After two weeks, 8 additional inventories were retumed. Two separate attempts
were made to phone the pastors who had not returned their inventories. Only three
pastors were reached by phone. All of the pastors reached by phone completed and
retumed their inventories. A total of 37 inventories were completed and retumed.
The total retum response of all of the inventories was 86%.
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After a closer examination of the attendance figures, one of the inventories
was removed from the study because the attendance figures reported seemed to be
misreported. According to the statistics received from the conference office, Jones
Memorial UM Church reported an average attendance of 279 m 1984, In 1985 the
recorded attendance jumped to 512 which would be an 83% annual growth rate. In
1986 the reported attendance was 348 which would be a 32% drop in the annual
attendance. In 1987 the reported attendance was 261, Given the large fluctuation in
the reported attendances during that period of time, it seems that a mistake was
made in reporting the figures.
The scores from the inventories were divided into two groups. Group A
represented those pastors whose churches grew at a rate above the combined average
annual growth rate (1.26%)). A total of 15 scores was placed into group A. Group B
consisted of the scores of the pastors whose churches grew at a rate less than the
combined average annual growth rate. A total of 21 scores was placed into group B.
Research Findings
Research question 1 - Is there anyparticular leadership style orgroup of
styles common to those who havepastoredgrowing churches in Holston Conference
which range in worship attendance from 200-350?
Table 1 shows the total number of pastors in the growing churches (group A)
who fell into the various leadership style categories. Also the non-growth group
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(group B) is shown in Table 1. The highest scores for some of the pastor's was
evenly split between two of the styles. In those cases, each of the catagories received
a .5 score.
All of the pastors' dominate leadership style was either "selling" or
"participating." For the growth group, the total number of in the "participating"
style was slightly higher than the "selling" style. Thus the dominate leadership style
or group of styles among the growth group of pastors is "selling/participating."
Using Hersey and Blanchard's model, these styles indicate the pastors tended to use
high amounts of relationship behaviors toward followers while using varying degrees
of task behaviors.
Table 1 Dominate leadership styles
Group Telling Selling Participating Delegating
GroupA 0 6 9 0
GroupB 0 10.5 10.5 0
In Table 2, the scores of each individual inventory are given. Each category
was assigned a point value in order to evaluate the results ("tellmg" = 1, "selling" = 2,
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Table 2
Growth Group
Telling Selling PartidpDelegating Weighted Average
Group 12 3 4 Total Weigjits Total
A 1 14 12 0
A 4 6 15 0
A 2 10 15 0
A 1 12 15 0
A 1 12 15 0
A 2 6 21 0
A 1 10 15 4
A 1 10 15 4
A 2 8 12 S
A I 8 15 8
A 2 8 9 12
A 0 8 18 6
A 1 2 27 4
A 0 6 18 12
A 0 2 21 16
19 122 243 76
27
25
27
28
28
29
30
30
SO
32
31
34
34
36
39
0.04 1.04
0.16 0.48
0.07 0.74
0.04 0.65
0.04 0.66
0.07 0.41
0.03 0.67
0.03 0.67
0.07 0.53
0.03 0.50
0.06 0.52
0.00 0.47
0.03 0.12
0.00 0.33
0.00 0.10
1.33
1.80
1.67
1.61
1.61
2.17
1.50
1.50
1.20
1.41
0.87
1.59
2.38
1.50
1.62
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.53
0.53
1.07
1.00
1.55
0.94
0.47
1.33
1.64
2.41
2.44
2.48
2.50
2.50
2.66
2.73
2.73
2.87
2.94
3.00
3:00
3.00
3.17
3.36
Weighted Average
Simple Average ,
Standard Deviation
Maximum
Minimum
Number
0.04 0.53 1.58 0.66 2.82
282
30.67
0.28
3.36
2.41
15
� � � Non-Growth Group �
Telling Selling PartidpDelegating Weighted Average
Group 1 2 3 4 Total Weights Total
B 2 16 6 0 24 0.08 1.33 0.75 0.00 2.17
B 4 10 9 0 23 0.17 0.87 1.17 0.00 2.22
B 1 16 9 0 26 0.04 1.23 1.04 0.00 2.31
B 1 14 12 0 27 0.04 1.04 1.33 0.00 2.41
B 0 14 15 0 29 0.00 0.97 1.55 0.00 2.52
B 0 14 15 0 29 0.00 0.97 1.55 0.00 2.52
B 0 14 15 0 29 0.00 0.97 1.55 0.00 2.52
B 3 10 9 4 26 0.12 0.77 1.04 0.62 2.54
B 1 14 9 4 23 0.04 1.00 0.96 0.57 2.57
B 2 8 18 0 28 0.07 0.57 1.93 0.00 2.57
B 1 12 12 4 29 0.03 0.83 1.24 0.55 2.66
B 0 10 21 0 31 0.00 0.65 2.03 0.00 2.63
B 0 10 21 0 31 0.00 0.65 2.03 0.00 2.68
B 3 6 15 4 28 0.11 0.43 1.61 0.57 2.71
B 2 4 24 0 30 0.07 0.27 2.40 0.00 2.73
B 1 6 24 0 31 0.03 0.39 2.32 0.00 2.74
B 0 8 24 0 32 0.00 0.50 2.25 0.00 2.75
B 2 8 12 8 30 0.07 0.53 1.20 1.07 2.87
B 1 4 24 4 33 0.03 0.24 2.18 0.48 2.94
B 0 6 24 4 34 0.00 0.35 2.12 0.47 2.94
B 0 2 30 4 35 0.00 0.11 2.50 0.44 3.06
24 206 ~348 36" 614 "0.04"~0.67*" 1.70 "0.23" 2.64
W'eighled Average
Simple Average
Standard Deviation
Maximum
Minimum
Number
2.64
29.24
0.23
3.06
2.17
21
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"participating" = 3, and "delegating" = 4). The simple average and the weighted
average of the growth group show that the pastors' leadership style falls between the
"selling" and "participating" styles. The scores show that the pastors' styles slightly
lean toward the "participating" style.
Research question 2- Is there a correlation between pastoral leadership style and the
rate ofchurch growth?
Table 2 shows the individual scores from the inventories and the average
annual growth rate of the churches of each pastor. A weighted score was calculated
for each pastor based on the scores of each inventory. In the growth group, the
highest growth rate was 1 1.6% while the lowest was 1.5%. The weighted scores
ranged from 2.41 to 3.36. In the non-growth group, the annual average growth rate
ranged from -5% to 1%. The weighted scores from the inventories varied from 2.17
to 3.06.
Regression Output:
Constant
Std Err ofY Est
R Squared
Group A Group B
No. ofObservations
Degrees ofFreedom
12.81%
3.05%
7.14%
Constant
Std Err ofY Est
R Squared
3.99%
1.90%
5.59%
15
13
No. ofObservations
Degrees ofFreedom
21
19
X Coefncient(s)
Std ErrofCoef.
-0.028
2.80%
X Coefncient(s)
Std Err ofCoef.
-0.02
1.83%
Table 3
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In order to analyze the results to determine whether a correlation exists
between leadership style and rate of growth, a Unear regression was performed. The
weighted leadership style score of each pastor was used as the independent variable
and the corresponding growth rate of each pastor was used as the dependent
variable. Table 3 shows the results of the regressions of both the growth group and
the non-growth group. The key figiu-e in the regression is the "R squared" or the
Coefficient of Determination which indicates the percentage of the dependant
variable that can be defined by the variation of the independent variable. A high "R"
value would indicate a high correlation between the leadership style and rate of
growth.
In the first section of Table 3, the regression of the growth group has been
a
V
c
Figure 2
12,00*
1 1 . 00*
10.00%
9 . 00%
a, 00*
7.00�
6,00% -
5.00% -
4.00S6
3 0056 -
2.00*
1 ,00*
Scatter Diagram
Growth Group
2.4 2.8 3,2 3.4
Leadership Style CDependent^
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figured. The low "R" value indicates that a low correlation exists between leadership
style and growth rate. In the growing churches, leadership style had little significant
impact upon the rate of growth. Figure 2 is a scatter diagram which visually
illustrates
little correlation exits between leadership style of the pastors and growth rate of the
churches. The random placement of the points on the chart demonstrate that
leadership style as a whole had apparently little effect upon the growth rate of the
churches.
In the second section of Table 3, the regression of the non-growth group was
performed to see if a negative correlation existed between leadership style and
growth rate. Again the low "R" value indicated that little correlation existed
between the leadership style and rate of decline of each of the churches. In figure 4,
the scatter
Figure 3
1 .00*
0.00%
. -1 . 00* -
-2.00X
- 3 . 00*
-5.00*
Scatter Diagram
Non-Growth Group
3 1
Leadership Style C I hdependent3
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diagram demonstrates a random pattern on the graph which indicates that
leadership style had little impact on the rate of decline.
Research question 3 - Are there significant differences between the leadership styles
ofthepastors ofgrowing churches andnon-growing churches?
A comparison of the growth group to the non-growth group in Table 1
reveals little difference between the leadership styles of each group. Both groups
have the dominate leadership style of the "selling" or "participating." The growth
group has a slightly higher participatory response than the non-growth group. The
non-growth group was evenly split between the two styles, while the growth group
total number of responses in the "participating" category was 10% higher than the
total number of responses in the "selling" category.
In Table 2, the comparison of the growth group to the non-growth group also
shows that only minute differences exist between the two groups. The simple
average and weighted average of the growth group demonstrate that the pastors used
a style that fell between the "selling" and "participating" styles. The simple average
and the weighted average of the non-growth group also fell between the "selling" and
"participating" styles. The weighted average of the growth group shows that the
pastors tended to use a style closer to the "participating" than did the non-growth
group. The difference however was so small it appears to be insignificant. The
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simple averages of the growth and non-growth groups show the non-growth group
style is closer to the "selling" style while the growth group was leaning slightly
toward the "participating" style. If one was using an exclusively "selling" style,
his/her score would be "24." A purely "participating" style would have a score of
"36." The simple average of the non-growth group was 26.3 while the simple average
of the growth group was 30.6.
Research question 4 - Is leadersliip style a significant factor which contributes to the
growth ofthese churches?
In examining the pertinent data, leadership style appears to have little if any
significant impact in contributing to the growth of these churches. Since the styles of
the pastors who served non-growing churches were so similar to those who served
growing churches, it seems to indicate leadership style has little significance. The
pastor of the church which grew at the highest rate had an identical score on the
inventory as did the pastor whose church declined at the greatest rate. Both had 7
responses in the "seUing" category and 5 responses in the "participating" category.
In examining these results, it is obvious that other factors besides pastoral
leadership style influenced the growth or lack of growth of the churches in this study.
These factors appear to be been more influential than leadership style. But to
conclude that leadership style is insignificant based on the results of this study is
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premature. Since all of the pastors' scores of the inventories revealed a dominate
style in either the "selling" or "participating" category, there is no evidence to suggest
what influence a "teUing" or "delegating" style might have had upon one of these
churches. In order to answer this question more adequately, more research is
needed.
Qualitative Results
In order to provide a more complete portrait of the leadership styles used by
the pastors of the growing churches in this study and to reveal additional factors
which contributed to the churches' growth, telephone interviews were conducted
with five of the pastors. The pastors chosen for the interviews were selected by this
researcher in consultation with a panel of experts consisting of the Associate
Director of the Conference Council on Ministries of Holston Conference, the present
District Superintendent of the Johnson City District, and the former District
Superintendent of the Knoxville District. The panel of experts was asked to select
five representative churches from the list of the growing churches whose pastors had
completed and retumed their inventories. The panel of experts attempted to select a
church which they felt best fit into each of the five categories: Downtown OldFirst
Church, Neighborhood Church, Metropolitan Church, The Town Church, and
Open Country Church. (See Appendix, Figure 10.)
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Although there was some disagreement among the experts as to what
churches should fit into each category, two churches (Marion and Pleasant View)
were named by all three of the experts and two churches (Middlebrook Pike and
Burk's) were named by two of the experts. Interviews were conducted with each of
the pastors who had served these churches during the time of the study except for the
pastor of Burk's. He was unavailable for the interview. From the remainder of the
Ust of representative churches provided by the experts, I chose one church in the
southem area of the conference, Ooltewah UMC, and a small town church in
Virginia, Gate City UMC. I was able to contact and interview the two pastors who
had served these churches during the time of the study. Each region and
metropolitan area had a representative church. The pastors who were interviewed
were: Rev. Fred Austm - Marion UMC (1982-1989), Rev. Doug Smith
Middlebrook Pike UMC (1986-1990), Rev. Jimmy Harless - Gate City UMC (1981-
1989), Rev. Charles Starks - Pleasant View UMC (1984-1992), and Rev. Randy
Martin - Ooltewah UMC (1987-present).
Description of the Churches and their Environments
Marion UMC is located in the downtown area of a Virginian county seat
town which has a population of just over 7,000. The population of the town and
region have remained stable over recent decades. Marion is the largest town in the
county. The church is the largest United Methodist church in both the town and
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county. During Austin's pastorate, the congregation celebrated its 100th
anniversary. According to Austin, the congregation had a wide distribution of
persons in various age groups who live in various areas within and surrounding the
town. One of the unique features of the church was the younger average age of its
members compared to most United Methodist churches. The congregation was
comprised ofmany of the leaders of the town and community.
Middlebrook Pike UMC is located in a suburban area within Knoxville,
Tennessee on a heavily traveled roadway. The area that surrounds the church is
primarily a residential area consisting of several large subdivisions. Several
businesses and industries are located along Middlebrook Pike. In the 1960's and
1970's, the city of Knoxville began expanding westward and subdivisions began
springing up around the church. During Smith's pastorate, the city continued to
expand even farther west beyond the church. Many of the residents in the area
surrounding the church moved to the outer lying areas making it possible for
younger families to move into the vacant homes. Overall, the population around the
church grew at a moderate pace during Smith's tenure. Smith said a continual flow
of newcomers in the community visited the church.
Smith said that the "suburban" church was around 75 years old. During his
pastorate the church experienced a period of transition from a mid-sized church to a
large church. This growth made it necessary for the congregation to add more staff
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and to build a new sanctuary. The transition created an atmosphere of excitement
for many but also produced pain for those who had been a part of the congregation
for a longer period of time.
Gate City UMC is a 175 year old congregation that is located in a county seat
town with a population of 5,000. During Harless' ministry there, the community
was experiencing an "exodus" of people who were moving to more prosperous areas.
The church perceived itself as a "city church." The church had a healthy balance in
relationship to the age groupings. During Harless' ministry, the church moved from
being a "city church" to more of a "community church" which drew its congregation
from both the town and county.
Pleasant View UMC is located on a main thoroughfare about two miles
outside ofAbingdon, Virginia which is a county seat town with a population of
5,000. Interstate 81, which forms the northem boundary of the church, has an exit
located within one mile of the church. In the past two decades, the region aroimd
the church has been growing steadily with an influx of younger professional families
and people who are seeking a retirement conununity. The surrounding region has
been stable economically in the past two decades. Within a one mile radius of the
church, businesses surround the church and there are virtually no residential
dwellings.
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In 1963, Pleasant View UMC was bom as the result of the merger and
relocation of two smaller mral congregations. Starks labeled the church as an
"interstate church" which attracted its congregation from throughout the county.
During his ministry, the congregation shifted from primarily an older congregation
to a younger professional congregation.
Ooltewah UMC is located in a community that has been going through a
transition in the last two decades from a "small town" to a rapidly growing
residential area which has become a "bedroom" community for the city of
Chattanooga, Tennessee. The area surrounding the church is a highly transient
community which has a large segment of young professionals. Martin said that the
mobility of the community has created tremendous possibilities for growth and
ministry but has also provided several problems for the church because of the high
mobility of key lay leadership.
When Martin became the pastor ofOoltewah, the church had weathered a
difficult period because of personal problems the former pastor had experienced.
Prior to those problems, the church had been growing at a rapid rate. Not long after
Martin became the pastor, the 126 year old church launched into a relocation
building program. The church presently has a large niunber of young professional
families.
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Findings
Research Question 5- Do churches winch have an attendance between 200-350 have
different leadersliip needs than those with attendances less than 200?
At earlier points in their ministries, each of the pastors had served churches
which had less than 200 in attendance. Four of the five pastors had pastoral
experience in churches of 200+ attendance either as senior pastors or associate
pastors before becoming the pastor of the respective churches during the time of this
study. Only Starks had not served in a church of 200+ before becoming the pastor
ofPleasant View.
Do churches with 200+ have different leadership needs? Starks responded,
"Yes, definitely." Harless and Smith both shared Starks emphatic response
concerning the leadership needs of churches with 200+ attendances. Even though
Austin and Martin were not as sure of the different needs, both did elaborate upon
some changes they had perceived. The common feature which was recognized by
each of the pastors was more people were needed in performing the ministry in
churches with 200+ attendance. Austin commented that before a church reached
200, the ministry of the church could be done primarily by a single pastor. Starks
said that before he served Pleasant View, he had been a "Charlie one horse" type of
pastor who took care ofmost of the needs of the congregation. He came to realize
that more people were needed to do the ministry in a larger church. Harless said that
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in a church of 200+ the pastor was more of a "figure head" who could no longer do
the ministry alone but had to allow the people to do the ministry.
The means by which these pastors had addressed this change was through
practices such as "shared responsibilities," "delegation," and "staffing." Each of these
practices were intended to incorporate people into the ministry and leadership of the
church. Starks and Smith recognized involving others meant that the people had to
be prepared and trained for the ministry and the deployed in those ministries. The
responses of those interviewed indicated that pastors of churches with 200+
attendance need to exercise more participatory behaviors.
Martin and Starks had found that as growth took place, the pastor had a
greater responsibility in becoming involved with newcomers. Martin felt that it was
up to him to get to know the people and be actively involved in seeing their
incorporation and assimilation into the church. Starks also found that as pastor his
role with newcomers demanded "hands on" involvement in training and in helping
them to assume roles and tasks in the church.
The style each pastor said they exercised as the pastor of each church of this
study was consistent with what each perceived to be the leadership needs of churches
with 200+ attendance. Also, what style they believed they used was consistent with
their scores of the LEAD inventories.
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As the pastor of Marion UMC, Austin felt his style was "coUegial." In
working with others, one of his roles was to "encourage" them. He thought that as
he continued to minister at Marion UMC, his style became more coUegial because he
saw the need to delegate as a more important responsibility ofministry. In
relationship to making decisions and carrying them out, Austin advocated a
"collegiate" type process where the board along with the pastor and people
responsible for the particular areas worked together. At times however, he had
found it necessary to take the initiative in the decision making process. When asked
whether he perceived his style to be more like a "shepherd" or a "rancher," Austin did
not hesitate to say he felt it was his personal responsibility to be a "shepherd." In
order to address the expanding needs for pastoral care m the congregation, he
worked to mcrease the size of the pastoral staff. Even after staff was added, Austin
said he continued to share the pastoral duties. Austin's analysis of his pastoral
leadership style while at Marion was consistent with his LEAD inventory results.
The dominate leadership style on the inventory was evenly divided between "seUing"
(5) and "participating" (5). This indicates Austin perceived he exercised a high
amount of relationship behavior and at times a high amoimt of task behavior.
When Smith served Middlebrook Pike UMC, he thought his leadership style
was "coUegial." He considered it important not to be a "dictator behind the desk,"
but to be a leader who involved and enabled others in both decision making and
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ministry. As pastor, he urged the lay leaders to dream and to have vision, then take
their ideas back to the groups where they could be implemented. As a leader. Smith
attempted to "equip," to "encourage," and to "empower" the laity forministry. In
relationship to his staff, he attempted to serve as a "coach." As a coach, he along
with the staff was not hesitant to initiate decisions by working with lay leaders on a
one-to-one level. These persons then carried the ideas into the appropriate decision
making bodies. Smith believed that his leadership style was not that different at
Middlebrook Pike than at his previous appointment. He did feel that at times he
had to be somewhat more directive and take more responsibility. He did recognize
that as a pastor his style had shifted from being a "shepherd" when serving smaller
churches to be a "rancher." The results of Smith's inventory indicate his style leans
slightly toward "selling" (6) but is closely followed by "participating" (5). His high
"participating" score suggests he did seek to involve others in decision making and
in ministry. Yet the high score in "seUing" shows he was able to take the initiative in
leadership.
Harless described his leadership style at Gate City UMC in terms of
"delegation" and "firmness." It is mteresting to note while Harless highest score on
the LEAD mventory was "participating" (5), the next highest score was in the
"telling" category (4). Only one other person who returned the inventory had as high
a score in the "telling" category. At Gate City, he felt that he took the lead in
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making and carrying out decisions. Harless acknowledged that his own style had
changed while serving Gate City because he had to delegate more of the
responsibility. He also realized that it was impossible for him to serve the church as
a "shepherd," so it was necessary to become a "rancher." Even though Harl^s'
leadership style was somewhat unique in comparison to the others interviewed, he
was successful in leading the church to growth in an environment that was not highly
conducive to growth.^
When asked about his leadership style while serving Pleasant View UMC,
Starks referred to his style as "an enabler."" As pastor, he attempted to help people
realize their potential and encouraged personal growth. He attempted to do this by
working with people and refusing to do for others what they can do for themselves.
In the decision making process, Starks advocated working with the appropriate lay
leaders. He would subject his own ideas to the groups where they might be accepted,
modified, or rejected. His Lead inventory scores confirmed that his analysis was
accurate. His dominate style was in "participating" (6) and the next was split even
between "selling" (3) and "delegating" (3). This mix of styles can be demonstrated by
Starks notion that he attempted to blend both the "shepherd" and "rancher" concepts
of pastoral care. Also, he allowed ideas to arise out of group participation but he
was not hesitant to take his own ideas to the group for discussion. He saw the group
as a fomm for refining ideas and place where they could be owned and unplemented.
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When Martin became the pastor ofOoltewah UMC, he encountered a
difficult situation as a result of some personal problems the previous pastor had
experienced. Consequently, Martin found it necessary to adopt a "take hold" style of
leadership and attempt to build the trust of the people. Since that time, he has been
able to move more toward his natural style of "coUegial/consensus." In this style, he
sees himself as an "enabler" who "encourages" and "guides" others. At Ooltewah, he
feels the laity are those who primarily lead and carry out decisions, but he affirms he
is not hesitant to make say, "Hey, how about this?" When he states his opinion, he
says he does not back away yet he realizes that within a group decision making
process, his idea may be altered or thrown out altogether. On his inventory scores,
Martin's dominate styles were evenly split between "selling" (5) and "participating"
(5). This split in dominate style is best confirmed by the fact that he sees himself as
one in "transition" toward becoming a "rancher."
The responses of the pastors indicate churches with attendance in excess of
200 do have different leadership needs than those with less than 200. The larger
churches require leaders who are wilhng and able to delegate responsibility and
involve others in meaningful ministry. In the larger churches, it is not possible for
one minister to fulfill all of the task ofministry. In involving others, pastoral leaders
need to equip, to encourage, and to empower the laity for ministry. In the larger
congregations, the ministry of the church must be accomplished through the people
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rather than through the pastor.
Research question 6 - What additional factors contributed to thegrowth ofthese
churches?
In order to address more fully this research question, each pastor was asked,
"What do you feel were the keys to the name of the church growing during your
pastorate?" Each of the pastors was able to respond to the question with ease.
In response to the question, some common elements were mentioned by two
or more of the pastors. Smith, Starks, and Martin said that the quality ofworship
was a factor that contributed to growth in their respective churches. The
programming in general and particular programs such as youth and children
ministries were seen as keys for growth by Austin, Smith, and Martin. Both Starks
and Smith emphasized that visitation played an important role in the growth of their
churches. These two pastors also recognized that what was going on in the
community aroimd them influenced the churches' expansion. Smith identified it as
"being in the right place."
The responses of each pastor tended to be consistent with other answers they
had given during each interview. When I spoke with Harless, he often spoke of the
importance of leadership. In response to the question on keys to Gate City UMC's
growth, his only response was the church "responded positively to leadership."
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During the interview with Austin, there was a continuing theme on the importance
of programming, stmctiure, and organization. His response to this question
undergirded that theme. He said that "organization," "programming," and "the
supportive nature of lay and clergy" were the keys to Marion UMC growing diuing
his pastorate. Starks, on the other hand, emphasized the importance of the
individual instead of the organization. He labeled "personalness" as the number one
key to the growth of Pleasant View. He said when people attended the church they
felt hke they were a person. The church helped each person find a place in the
fellowship. In addition to the factors mentioned earlier, Martin also felt that a
"welcoming attitude" which encouraged new people to come contributed to the
growth of Ooltewah UMC.
One of the cmcial ingredients that apparently had an impact on the growth of
these churches was the conviction of each pastor that the church could grow. When
asked if they had a vision that the church could grow when they first began serving
it, each pastor without hesitation answered affirmatively. Martin said he was given a
vision of the potential of growth from the conference cabinet. He was told that
Ooltewah was a church which was growing and had great potential for growth. On
the other hand, Starks said that few encouraged him about Pleasant View's potential
of growth but he believed the church could grow. The vision for growth continued
to motivate these pastors as they served these churches. Austin maintained that
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Marion UMC had not even begun to experience the church's potential when he left
the church for another appointment.
Along with their vision for growth, four of the pastors enter the churches with
a general strategy to promote growth. Only Smith said he did not have some
predesigned strategy for growth. All of the pastors, however, said they developed a
more specific strategy for growth as their pastorate continued. The strategies of each
pastor varied widely yet proved to be successful. Austin promoted involvement m
the church through the use of special events and church growth programs such as the
"Cross Barrier" program. Harless felt it was vital to enlarge and develop staff as well
as stmcture and organize for growth. Martin and Smith saw that it was cmcial to
promote lay visitation and quality worship experiences. Starks said that one of the
important ingredients for a growth strategy at Pleasant View was to maintain
flexibility.
A second factor common to all the pastors who were interviewed was their
intentional effort sought to develop lay leadership within the church. Again, the
churches used different methods in developmg their leaders. Austin emphasized
training events within the local church as well as district and conference training.
Starks said attempts were made at Pleasant View to brmg persons into the committee
stmctiures where they could leam and be brought along as future leaders. He sought
to affirm the leadership potential by promoting a sense of pastoral tmst in the
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committee process. Overall, Harless felt that the lay leadership became stronger as
he served Gate City UMC.
Notes
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Chapter 4
1 . The growth rate for the churches was figured by taking the rate change in attendance
from year to year in each church. For each year average rate of change was figured for
all of the churches. The average combined rate was the average of all of the years'
average rates of change.
2. As the researcher, I felt that it was unappropriate to include myself in the testing.
Because ofmy personal biases related to the subject of leadership style, I felt thismight
have a bearing on the results.
3. GateCity UMC was/is a small town church in a area where there is an exodus of the
population. Harless commented that there was virtually no population growth in the
area surrounding the church.
4. Starks considered the term, "enabler," to be somewhat distasteful. He would have
preferred a different term but felt it best described his style.
CHAPTER 5
Summary and Conclusions
Of the 60 churches in Holston Annual Conference qualifying for this study,
45 were pastored by one pastor for at least five years. One was pastored by two
different persons for five year periods. Each of these pastors was sent a LEAD
inventory. A total of 37 pastors completed and retumed their inventories. The
inventories were divided into a growth group (15) and a non-growth group (21).'
All of the pastors in the growth group had either a "selling" style or a
"participating" style. The scores of the pastors leaned slightly more toward the
participating style. None of the pastors in the growth group had a dominate
leadership style which fell into the "telling" or "delegating" style. The leadership
styles of the growth group varied slightly from the non-growth group. All of the
non-growth group had their highest scores to fall either in the "selling" or
"participating" styles. The non-growth group's total scores leaned slightly toward
the "seUing" style. Overall, the difference between the two groups was insignificant.
Given these fmdings, it was expected that the rate of growth would have little
or no correlation with leadership style. A linear regression comparing the leadership
style of each pastor (independent variable) to growth rate of each one's respective
church (dependent variable) yielded a small coefficient of determination. As a result
of the regression, it is concluded little, if any, correlation exists between the growth
rate and leadership style. A second regression was performed to see if a negative
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correlation between the growth rate and leadership style of the non-growth group
existed. Again, a small coefficient of determination led to the conclusion that little,
or no correlation existed between the leadership style of the non-growth pastors and
the growth rate of their churches.
On a surface level, it seemed the leadership style of pastors had little impact
up the growth of their churches. The study failed to show a significant difference
between the leadership styles of the growth and non-growth groups. Secondly, the
failure of the results to show a correlation between leadership style and rate of
growth tends to suggest that leadership style has little, if any, impact on the growth
in a church. Yet despite these factors, it is premature on the basis of this study to
conclude that leadership has no impact upon growth. Since none of the pastors had
leadership styles other than "selling" and "participating," there is no basis to predict
what type of impact a "telling" or "delegating" style might have upon the growth of a
church.
In order to obtain a more complete picture of the leadership style of the
pastors of growing churches and to determine what additional factors contributed to
growth, telephone interviews were conducted with five of the pastors. These pastors
were chosen for the interviews on the basis of the churches they served and were
representative churches for the annual conference. Two of the churches were located
in growing metropolitan areas, two of the churches were located in stable small
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towns, and one was located outside a small town.
The pastors who were interviewed thought churches with 200-350 attendance
had different pastoral leadership needs than those churches with attendance less than
200. They agreed involving others in ministry was essential in churches with 200+
attendance. During their ministry, each pastor had discovered it was impossible to
do all of the ministry alone in a larger church. Even though each of the pastors went
about it in different ways, each felt that it was important to develop lay leadership.
Because of the need of involving others in ministry, some of these pastors developed
additional staff.
The descriptions these pastors used in describing their leadership styles were
consistent with what they saw as the leadership needs of churches with 200-350
attendance. Three of the pastors described their style as "coUegial." Another used
the term, "delegation," to describe his style. The fmal pastor described his style as an
"enabler." All of these characterizations place a heavy emphasis upon involving and
working with others.
When asked what they perceived to be keys to the growth of their churches,
the pastors who were interviewed discussed several different ingredients. Quality
worship, good programming, "personalness," and strong organization were seen as
important factors which promoted growth. One pastor suggested the congregation
positive response to leadership enabled his church to grow. No one factor was
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emphasized by more than three of the pastors.
From the interviews, one factor seemed to have a significant impact on the
growth of these churches. All of these pastor began their ministry in these churches
with a vision their church could grow. This belief in the possibiUty of growth may
have had significant influence in promoting growth. Along with their vision for
growth, these pastors possessed a general strategy for growth which developed into a
more defmed plan as their ministries progressed.
Evaluation and Interpretation of the Data
In examining the scores of the LEAD inventories, an important question can
be raised about the methodology used in this study to determine the leadership styles
of the pastors. Since the inventories were sent only to pastors, their scores represent
their own self perception of the leadership styles they used as leaders in the churches.
Also, it may have been difficult for the participants to distinguish between their
present styles and those used in the churches during the time period of the study.
Perhaps the scores would have been different if the inventories had also been sent to
persons who had been in the churches at the time these pastors served them. This
may have resulted m different scores for each pastor.
The fact that all of the pastors perceived their styles to be either "selling" or
"participating" may be very significant. Given each of these pastors had served for a
minimum of five years in a church of 200-350, they seem to perceive that the
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combination of these styles are important to effective ministry in churches of this
size. These two styles may be the "natural" leadership styles for pastors of churches
this size to use. The interviews seem to support this conclusion. Each of the pastors
who were interviewed talked of the importance of involving others in ministry
("participating"). A common theme among these pastors was they were not hesitant
to take the initiative ("selling") in the decision making process. While this study fails
to verify what relationship exists between growth rate of a church and the leadership
style of the pastor, "selling" and "participatmg" styles are perceived to be vital to
effective ministry in these churches.
Both the "seUing" and "participating" styles are high on the relationship axis
on the LEAD scale. The pastors' high scores in these categories indicate the
perceived importance of having personal relationships with the people. This theme
was emphasized by Jesus in his own ministry when he referred to himself as the
"Good Shepherd," He said he knew his "sheep" and his "sheep" knew him (John
10:14). Later Jesus instmcted Peter to demonstrate his love for his master by feeding
and caring for Christ's sheep. Jesus' instmction to Peter apparently had an impact
upon his ministry because later in his ministry he mstmcted other ministers (elders)
to be "shepherds ofGod's flock" (1 Peter 5:1-3). Being a good "shepherd" demands
continued personal contact with people.
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Effective ministry by pastors in churches with an average attendance of 200-
350 requires the cultivation of personal relationships with people. While it is not
possible to cultivate as intimate a relationship with each person as in a smaller
church, it remains important to develop personal relationships. An effective pastor
of churches this size must continue to be involved in ministry to and with the people.
The pastors who were interviewed had come to realize that in churches of the
study size, it was not possible to provide the same degree of personal care for each
person as in smaller churches. The number of people in these churches and the
personal limitations of the pastors made it impossible to be intimately involved with
everyone. Yet the desire to "shepherd" their congregations had forced them to adopt
altemate means of caring besides doing the majority of the ministry themselves.
Each of the pastors had sought to involve more people in the caring ministry either
by developing lay ministries or expanding the staff. In this way, these pastors
practiced shared ministry.
The split between the "selling" and "participating" styles of the pastors
demonstrates that the pastors perceived they at times used high task behaviors, while
at other times they used low task behaviors.^ The pastors assumed various levels of
responsibility in defining what the people were to do in ministry and in organizing
them for the ministries. In some matters, the pastors were willing to take the
initiative in making decisions and seeing the decisions were carried out in a particular
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manner while at other times the decisions came from group processes and were
carried out by the group. The group of ministers who were interviewed
communicated that they would take the initiative at times yet they allowed the
appropriate groups to make the decisions.
One of the reoccurring findings of this study is the importance of involving
the people of each church in decision making and in ministry. This can be seen in the
high number of pastors who had participatory styles of leadership. Among the
pastors in the growth group, most used the participatory style. Also, the pastors
interviewed spoke of the necessity of incorporating others into decision making and
ministry. These pastors discovered churches of this size have to incorporate others
in ministry to be effective.
This philosophy of involving others is deeply rooted in New Testament
theology. The very act of Jesus gathering around him a group of disciples
demonstrated his intentions to minister the good news through the help of others.
The gospel writers recorded two separate occasions when Jesus sent his followers
into the towns and villages to minister the good news of the kingdom ofGod
(Matthew 10:lff, Luke lOilfi). Prior to his ascension into heaven, he commissioned
his followers to carry on his ministry by making disciples of all nations (Matthew
28:19-20).
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Paul expanded the notion of shared ministry when he described the spiritual
gifts. He acknowledged that believers have been given different gifts which are
designed to be used in ministry (Romans 12:4-8, 1 Corinthians 12:7). According to
the apostle, these gifts enable believers to function effectively as various parts of the
body of Christ (1 Corinthians 12:12-30). He stated that one of the fundamental roles
of pastoral leaders is "to prepare God's people for works of service" (Ephesians
4:1 1). Given these concepts, the role of the pastor as leader is not to "do the
ministry" but to help others discover, develop, and deploy their God given gifts for
service in God's kingdom.
In this study no significant correlation was found to exist between a pastor's
leadership style and the rate of growth of a church. This factor is significant because
it points to an idea of a pastor not having to fit into a particular style category to be
effective in leading his/her church to growth. Various styles can be used by pastors
which will promote growth in given churches. While it may be possible for churches
of this size to grow with the use of any leadership style, the data of this project
suggests the most natural styles for pastors of these churches is "selling" and
"participating." Situational leadership theory is supported by this conclusion in that
particular churches have unique leadership needs. When the church's needs are
matched with the appropriate leadership style of a pastor, a climate of growth is
created. In three of the interviews, the pastors indicated they sensed the churches
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they were serving during the time of the time of the study had particular pastoral
needs. One of these pastors found he could delegate more responsibilities in the
church than he had m previous appointments. Another discovered he needed to take
more initiative. The third pastor realized that he initially needed to be more directive
than had been customary for him. As he continued serving the church, he sensed it
was necessary to shift his style more toward a participatory style.
The lack of a correlation between growth rate and leadership style speaks
positively to an idea that different pastors who naturally use different styles can
effectively lead their churches in growth although some styles may be more
condusive to growth. This takes seriously the position all people are imique
individuals who have special contributions to make to God's kingdom. A pastor
does not have to fit into a particular mold in order to be successful in leading a
growing church. When Jesus selected the apostles, he chose 12 who were unique and
different from one another. Despite their differences, they were effective in
spreading the good news ofChrist and planting thriving churches throughout the
world. God is able to use different and unique leaders in effectively leading the
church.
While it was a secondary finding of the interviews, the role of vision appeared
to be vital to the growth of a congregation. Each of the pastors interviewed had a
vision his church could grow. This belief that growth was possible promoted an
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attitude within each congregation that it could grow. Without vision, people perish
(Proverbs 28:18). McKenna (1989) maintained vision is vital for a Christian leader.
He believed every leader needs to have Christ's vision of reaching the lost. For a
church to be effective in reaching others for Christ, a vision by the pastoral leader
that the church can grow is fundamental.
Implications for the Existing Body of Knowledge
The results of this study challenge the assmnption by some authors that were
examined earlier who maintain a single leadership style is best for all pastors. For
example, Steele (1986) asserted the appropriate pastoral style is 9,9 style on the Blake
and Mouton's managerial grid which is high on both the relational and the task
scales. Sweetser and Holden (1987) contend the facilitating siyXe, which involves a
high degree of participation of others in the decision making process, is ideal. In
arguing what is best for larger churches, Schaller (1986) proposes a directive
initiating style is needed. This study, however, shows no one style of leadership was
most effective in promoting growth in the churches studied. Some pastors whose
dominate style was "participating" and some whose dominate style was "selUng" were
effective in leading their churches in growth. The facts that little if any correlation
was found between leadership style and growth rate and that the pastors of growing
churches had one of two dominate styles support the supposition which says effective
pastoral leadership is contingent upon multiple factors (Jones, 1988, Hunter, 1987).
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As we have seen, a reoccurring theme among some Christian authors is the
notion that a pastor of a larger church (200+) needs to take more initiative and to be
more directive in leading the congregation (Schaller, 1986, 1992, Wagner, 1984,
Anderson, 1990). Schaller maintains a church of 200+ cannot be adequately served
by a pastor using a democratic-participatory style because there are too many people
to be incorporated into the process. The findings of this study contest that concept.
While the scores of the inventories and the interviews demonstrated some of the
pastors who were effective in promoting growth used a more directive style
("selling"), others were equally effective using a participatory approach in leadership.
Each of the pastors who were interviewed emphasized then: personal use of a
participatory process of decision making. This finding concerning effectiveness of
the participatory style on the surface seems to be in conflict with these authors'
assumption. Schaller, however, is correct in saying a democratic-participatory style
in a larger church is impractical if it is used with the congregation as a whole. It was
clear in the interviews these pastors used a participatory style with groups rather
than the whole congregation. For them the participation of committees was vital in
the church owning and implementing plans. The information derived from the
interviews suggest the participatory behavior of the pastors was principally exercised
among administrative groups.
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Osbom and Hunt (1975) proposed that as an organization grows, it is
necessary for the leader of the organization to become more involved m
administration activities and team building. Among Christian authors. Harper
(1977) addressed the importance of shared leadership or team leadership in
relationship to church growth. Osbom and Hunt's proposal about the increased
demand for team building is supported by the inventory scores leaning toward the
participatory style and the comments in the interviews about the need to involve
people in the churches in decision making and ministry. It was obvious from the
interviews each pastor realized he could not do the ministry of the church alone.
Each had worked in his appointment to involve others. Words such as "coUegial"
and "coaching staff" surfaced in the interviews undergirding the notion of team
building. These pastors considered the incorporation of others in ministry as a high
priority to effective ministry. The findings seem to support Wagner (1984) and
George and Logan's (1987) claim that church growth is enhanced when the ministry
is performed by the people instead of the pastor.
In examining the findings of this study, it appears effective pastoral
leadership in churches with attendance 200-350 requires a balance in the area of
pastoral directiveness and laity participation. Both are needed for a pastor to
successfully lead a congregation. At times, a pastor wUl need to take the initiative to
direct the church. At other times, involving the people in the decision making
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process will help in building a ministry team and providing richer decisions. In
opposition to those who say either a "participatory" style is best or a "directive-
initiating" style is best, this researcher believes both are essential in churches with
attendance of 200-350. Wise leadership is needed m determinuig what style is
appropriate in a given situation.
One of the notable elements repeated in each of the interviews was the
pastor's vision that his church could grow. Several authors have accented the
importance of vision for a leader to be effective (Bennis and Nanus, 1985; Congers,
1988; Bums, 1978; Wagner, 1984; Peters and Austm, 1986; McGavran, 1990;
Schaller, 1993). Vision is an important element which enables a leader provide
direction for an organization.
Contributions to Research Methodology
One of the areas in this study which yielded excellent results and could
contribute to research methodology was in the area of data collection for the LEAD
mventories. Thirty-seven of 43 inventories were retum yielding a total retum rate of
86%. This is an outstanding rate of retum for mailed questionnaires. Three
dimensions of the data collection added to the successful retum rate. The inventories
were mailed to each member of the population group with a cover letter and stamped
retum envelope. The cover letter was concise and direct in explaining the projectand
requesting each person to complete and retum the inventory. Secondly, each
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participant who returned the inventory was offered personal results from the scoring
of the inventory. Of the 37 persons who retumed the inventories, 18 requested a
copy of their results. The third factor which added to the superb retum rate was the
follow up on the original letter. After two weeks, a card was mailed to each person
who had not retumed an inventory requesting that it be completed and retumed.
Two weeks after mailing the cards, telephone calls were made to those who had not
retumed their inventories. Even though I was only able to reach three of the pastors
by phone, each of those reached immediately retumed their inventory. In reviewing
the process of data collection, the results may have been improved if a time frame
had been included in the original letter stating when the data collection period would
end.
A second feature of this thesis which could add to research methodology is
the combining of the use of an inventory and an interview. Because both types of
data collection were used, the study had quantitative and qualitative dimensions.
The inventory provided the quantitative dimension which provided a "reliable"
measurement of leadership style. This factor made comparisons between the pastors
as well as the growth rates of the churches more credible. The phone interviews
added depth and color to the study by providing a more complete view of some of
the churches and their pastors. The use of both methods of data collection served to
reinforce one another. The interviews demonstrated that the pastors' understanding
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and description of their leadership styles were consistent with the results on their
inventories. This factor helps to strengthen the reUability of the testing instrmnent.
RELATIONSHIP TO PREVIOUS STUDIES
Using the Ministerial Function Scale, Nauss (1989) set out to find what styles
and behaviors enabled ministers to be effective. After determining which style each
minister used, he measured the behavioral pattems of each participant by using a
modified version of the Leadership Behavior Description Questionnaire. From the
study, he concluded overall effectiveness is related to the use of a large number of
behaviors. Like Nauss' study, this research found no one style or set of behaviors
was directly related to effectiveness measured in terms of church growth. To a
degree, this study suggests a wider range of leader behaviors can be useful in
promoting growth.
In another study more closely related to this one, Jariyaphmttipong (1988)
sought to find if a relationship existed between cognitive styles, leadership styles,
preaching styles, and the rate of growth in Thai churches. His second hypothesis
stated there was a correlation between leadership styles and foUowership styles in
growing churches. He used the LEAD instrument to test leadership styles. He
found no support of this hypothesis. Smiilarly, this study demonstrated no
correlation existed in the churches studied between the leadership style of the pastor
and the growth rate of the churches.
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The results of this study confute those found by Brenner (1987). Brenner
proposed to fmd out whether a correlation existed between leadership style and
church growth in the Church of the Nazarene in North Central USA. He found that
as a church moves closer to a "participative" style of leadership, the greater the
measurable growth. He also found the most common style of leadership ui growing
churches was "cooperative-participative." In this study, no correlation was found to
exist between measurable growth and leadership style. Also, in growing churches,
both "participating" and "selling" styles of leadership were present.
Limitations of the Study
The nature of this study in terms ofwho was selected for target population
limits the scope of the fmdings. All of the churches which were studied were United
Methodist and were located in a rather small geographical region. Given these
factors, certain characteristics such as church polity, historical foundations, and
cultural expectation within the region may have an impact upon what type of
leadership is expected among pastors. To generalize the results of this study to
churches in other regions or of other denominations would be inappropriate.
Additionally, all of the congregations were ahnost exclusively comprised of
Caucasians. All of the pastors in the growth group were white males.
When the churches were selected to represent the conference using the five
categories, the panel of experts was not in total agreement as to which churches fit
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into the various categories. One of the experts commented that there were no tme
"metropolitan" or "open country" churches in the list. The particular size of the
churches chosen for the study coupled with the composition of the conference
restricted the number of various types of churches. Because of this, the results of the
study may not apply to all United Methodist churches in each category.
Another factor limiting the results of this study was that only pastors received
the LEAD mventories. Each score for the inventories represented what each pastor
perceived his style to be. The people in each church may have understood the
leadership style to be very different than what the pastor perceived. Future studies
which adopt a similar format could be strengthened if people from the congregation
were given the opportunity to complete an inventory which would describe the style
of leadership they perceived the pastor used.'
One of the main areas of inquiry of this study was to determine if leadership
style had an impact upon church growth. It sought to determine whether a
correlation existed between leadership style and growth rate by comparing the
leadership styles of the growth group to the non-growth group. All participants
either had a dominate leadership style which was "participating" or "selling" or a
combination of the two. Because all of the scores fell into these two categories, no
basis was formed to speculate what impact "telling" and "delegating" styles might
have upon church growth. These styles may have a negative impact upon church
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growth, a positive impact upon church growth, or nO correlation may exist between
them and church growth. Geir (1965) found if one was "authoritative,"'* this
behavior derailed the opportunity for effective leadership. This may be tme of
pastors in churches of this size but the absence of pastors whose dominate score in
the "telling" make it impossible to make that assertion.
Unexpected Findings and Conclusions
One of the unexpected fmdings of this study was that each of the pastors had
either a "selling" or "participating" style or a combination of the two. None of the
pastors who retumed the inventories had a "telling" or "delegating" style. It was
surprising to discover the leadership styles of the pastors in the growth group varied
to such a minute degree from the leadership styles of the pastors in the non-growth
group. Virtually no difference in leadership style existed between the two groups.
This leads to the conclusion that leadership style had little impact upon the growth in
attendance in the churches of this study.
Given the fact the leadership styles between the growth group and non-
growth group were so sunilar, it reasonably follows that little if any correlation exists
between pastoral leadership style and growth rate. Leadership style apparently had
little impact upon the growth rate of the churches involved in the study. In the
churches which did not grow, no correlation was found between the lack of growth
and leadership style.
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Surprisingly, three of the churches whose pastors were interviewed grew even
though their environments had features which were opposed to growth. Two of the
churches were in small towns whose populations were either stable and declining.
Each of these churches was not located in easily accessible locations ^nd both had
little space for expansion and parking. Yet despite these factors, both of these
churches grew. The third congregation had encountered a traumatic experience
related to its former pastor who had encoimter serious personal problems. These
problems could have easily spUt or paralyzed the church. Despite this, the church
was able to grow and relocate. These cases are a basis for encouragement for other
churches which face adverse situations opposed to growth. Obstacles can often be
overcome and churches can grow.
In the interviews, a fuller view of the style of leadership and the personality of
each pastor was uncovered. One of the pastors approached his congregation from
more of a "programmatic" stance and emphasized strengthening the organization
through quality programs. Another of the pastors used a human relations approach
to encourage the growth and development of individuals. The third pastor used a
directive approach in taking charge and leading the church. Despite the differences
in the approach of these pastors, their churches grew.
Applications and Future Studies
The findings of this study could be useful m developing and conducting
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training events by the conference in preparing persons who have been appointed to
churches with attendance between 200 and 350. These training events could be
especially helpful for those pastors who have only served in churches smaller than
200. First of all these pastors could be encouraged to exercise their own gifts and
talents and develop the leadership style which they feel is natural. Since no one
leadership style which best promotes growth, each pastor would not be forced to fit
into a single mold. Secondly, the classes would promote the importance of these
pastors' being flexible in terms of their leading their congregation. Some situations
may demand a pastor to alter his/her leadership style to lead a church effectively.
Thirdly, these events should emphasize the differences which exist between churches
less than 200 and those above 200. Pastors of these larger churches are not able to
do all of the ministry alone. For effective ministry to take place, others must be
incorporated in both the decision making and ministry of the church. Fourthly,
pastors could be directed about how to determine when they need to take the
initiative in leading and when they need to be involve in a participatory process.
Finally, the pastors could be reminded that the ministry continues to be a "people
business." Even though they would not be able to know everyone intimately, a
portion of their time must be spent in cultivating and building relationships. They
would also be reminded that the caring ministry is vital and others must be
incorporated mto this ministry.
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If I were to repeat this study, I would include three additional procedures that
would enhanced the findings. First of all, I would not only send the LEAD
mventories to the pastors who qualified for the study but I would also send the
LEAD: Other to selected laity in the particular churches each pastor had served
diuing the study time. By doing this, a more complete and accurate analysis of the
leadership style of each pastor would be provided. How each pastor perceived
his/her style and how the parishioners understood it may at times be very different.
Taking the laity's perceptions into consideration might greatly influence the results
of the study and demonstrate a correlation between pastoral leadership style and
church growth exists. Secondly, I would also randomly select a group of pastors of
churches this size who had not served as least five years as a control group. I would
seek to find out whether their leadership styles differed from those who had served
five ormore years. Thirdly, I would include with the inventories sent to each pastor
a questionnaire which would provide demographic information about each church.
I would ask for information such as the size, type, and change of population of the
area surrounding the church, the type of the church, the average age of the members
of the congregation, and the age of church. Factors such as these would help to
provide additional variables that may have influenced the churches' growth or
decline.
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While this study focused on leadership style of pastors, futiure studies could
examine the impact of a pastor's personal characteristics on church growth. Using
more of a trait approach, future researchers could investigate how factors the age of
the pastor, the experience of the pastor, whether he subscribed to Theory X or
Theory Y, etc. effected the growth of his/her church.
Given the fact this study failed to show a correlation between pastoral
leadership style and church growth, a future researcher could examine leadership
and church growth from a systems theory perspective. A smaller sample of churches
and pastors could be selected to do more in depth study of the various dunensions of
the relationship between each congregation and the pastor. Such a study would need
serious demographic study. In the study, an instrument which measured the
situation features of the church such as its climate, its receptiveness to innovation
and to growth, and its overall character would be useful. A systems approach may
help to explain other factors which contributed to the growth of the churches.
This study raises questions about the a pastor's role in providing pastoral
care in a congregation with attendance above 200. Is it necessary for a pastor to
move from a "shepherd" style of caring to a "rancher" style? If an instrument were
developed to measure what degree a pastor uses each of these styles, then the study
could see what impact each style has on churches of this size.
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The interviews raised the possibility of two additional quantitative studies.
One of the studies could seek to find if any correlation exists between a pastor's
vision for growth and the actual growth of the church. Does the lack of vision by a
pastor inhibit growth in a church? Is there a correlation between vision and growth?
Secondly, the study raises the possibility a positive relationship exists between
strategy and growth. The interviews demonstrated that different pastors used
different strategies, but each did have and develop a strategy for growth.
While this study failed to demonstrate a significant relationship between a
pastor's leadership style and a church's growth, it does not nullify the contention
that pastoral leadership is one of the most important ingredients in church growth.
Other dimensions of pastoral leadership such as the ability to share the ministry, the
vision of for the church, and the pastor's practice of pastoral care, may play a vital
role in church growth. The field of a pastoral leadership in churches with attendance
of 200-350 needs more study to determine what promotes growth. In the Holston
Conference during the time of this study, this size church showed positive growth
rates. Future study could provide insight as to why the churches grow and provide a
plan for enabling greater growth.
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Notes
Chapter 5
1. One of the 37 inventories was not included in either group because the attendance
figures reported to the conference seemed to be misreported.
2. The scores of the inventories showed the two highest scores on each inventory with
the exception of one fell in the "selling" and "participating" categories. If a pastor's
most dominate leadership style was in one category, the secondmost likely style was in
the other category.
3. This discussion raises an important issue: whose perception ofthe pastor's leadership
style is more accurate, the pastor or members of his/her congregation. Of course
different members of the congregation may have different perceptions of the pastor's
leadership style.
4. The telling style is an authoritative style of leadership.
Appendix
Behavioral Style
Task oriented Consideration oriented Task oriented
Favorable
Leadership Condilions
Moderately Favorable Unfavorable
Figure 1
Adapted from Fiedler (1967, p. 14).
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Figure 2
Adapted from Tannebaum-Schmit (1958).
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LEAD Self
[Leader Effectiveness & Adaptability Descriptior^
Leadership Style/Perception of Self Developed by Paul Hersey and Kenneth Blanchard
Your Name
PURPOSE
The purpose of this instrument is to evaluate your
perception of your leadership style in terms of "telling,"
"selling," "participating," and "delegating."
Please send me a copy of the results (yes/no)
INSTRUCTIONS
Assume you are involved in each of the following
twelve situations. Each situation has four alternative
actions you might initiate. Read each item carefully.
Think about what you would have done in each
circumstance when you were the pastor ofnameofthe
church. Then, circle the letter which you think would
most closely describe your behavior in the situation
presented. Circle only one choice.
Situation
1 . Your followers are not responding lately to your
friendly conversation and obvious concern for their
welfare. Their performance is declining rapidly.
Alternative Actions
You would.
A. Emphasize the use of uniform procedures and the
necessity for task accomplishment.
B. Make yourself available for discussion but not push
your involvement.
C. Talk with followers and then set goals.
D. Intentionally not intervene.
2. The observable performance of your group is
increasing. You have been making sure that all
members were aware of their responsibilities and
expected standards of performance.
You would.
A. Engage in friendly interaction, but continue to make
sure that all members are aware of their
responsibilities and expected standards of
performance.
B. Take no definite action.
C. Do what you can to make the group feel important
and involved.
D. Emphasize the importance of deadlines and tasks.
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3. Members of your group are unable to solve a
problem. You have normally left them alone. Group
performance and interpersonal relations have been
good.
You would. .
A. Work with the group and together engage in
problem solving.
B. Let the group work it out.
C. Act quickly and firmly to correct and redirect.
D. Encourage the group to work on the problem and
be supportive of their efforts.
4. You are considering a change. Your followers
have a fine record of accomplishment. They respect
the need for change.
You would. .
A. Allow group involvement in developing the change,
but not be too directive.
B. Announce changes and then implement with close
supervision.
C. Allow the group to formulate its own direction.
D. Incorporate group recommendations, but you direct
the change.
5. The performance of your group has been dropping
during the last few months. Members have been
unconcerned with meeting objectives. Redefining
roles and responsibilities has helped in the past. They
have continually needed reminding to have their tasks
done on time.
You would.
A. Allow the group to formulate its own direction.
B. Incorporate group recommendations, but see that
objectives are met.
C. Redefine roles and responsibilities and supervise
carefully.
D. Allow group involvement in determining roles and
responsibilities, but not be too directive.
6. You stepped into an efficiently run organization.
The previous administrator tightly controlled the
situation. You want to maintain a productive situation,
but would to begin humanizing the environment.
You would.
A. Do what you can to make the group feel important
and involved.
B. Emphasize the importance of deadlines and tasks.
C. Intentionally not intervene.
D. Get the group involved in decision making, but see
that objectives are met.
7 You are considering changing to a structure that
will be new to your group. Members of the group have
made suggestions about needed change. The group
has been productive and demonstrated flexibility in its
operations.
You would. . .
A. Define the change and supervise carefully.
B. Participate with the group in developing the
change, but allow members to organize the
implementation.
C. Be willing to make changes as recommended, but
maintain control of implementation.
D. Avoid confrontation; leave things alone.
8. Group performance and interpersonal relations are
good. You feel somewhat insecure at)out your lack of
direction of the group.
You would.
A. Leave the group alone.
B. Discuss the situation with the group and then
initiate necessary changes.
C. Take steps to direct followers toward working in a
well-defined manner.
D. Be supportive in discussing the situation with the
group but not too directive.
9. Your tKDss has appointed you to head a task force
that is far overdue in making requested
recommendations for change. The group is not clear
on its goals. Attendance at sessions has been poor.
Their meetings have tumed into social gatherings.
Potentially, they have the talent necessary to help.
You would.
A. Let the group work out its problem.
B. Incorporate group recommendations, but see that
objectives are met.
C. Redefine goals and supervise carefully.
D. Allow group involvement in setting goals, but not
push.
10. Your followers, usually able to take responsibility,
are not responding to your recient redefining of
standards.
You would. .
A. Allow group involvement in redefining standards,
but not take control.
B. Redefine standards and supervise carefully.
C. Avoid confrontation by not applying pressure; leave
the situation alone.
D. Incorporate group recommendations, but see that
new standards are met.
1 1 . You have been promoted to a new position. The
previous supervisor was uninvolved in affairs of the
group. The group has adequately handled its tasks
and direction. Group interrelations are good.
You would. .
A. Take steps to direct followers toward working in a
well-defined manner.
B. Involve followers in decision making and reinforce
good contributions.
C. Discuss past performance with the group and then
examine the need for new practices.
D. Continue to leave the group alone.
12. Recent information indicates some internal
difficulties among followers. The group has a
remarkable record ofaccomplishment. Members have
efficiently maintained long-range goals. They have
worked in harmony for the past year. All are well
qualified for the task.
You would. .
A. Try out your solution with followers and examine
the need for new practices.
B. Allow group members to work it out themselves.
C. Act quickly and firmly to correct and redirect.
D. Participate in problem discussion while providing
support for followers.
Interview Format
Hello. This is Dwight Kilboume. I appreciate your willingness to participate in my
research project. Thank-you for retuming the questionnaire.
I am calling to see ifyou would bewilling to participate in an interview that would help
to provide a more descriptive portrait of name of the church and your leadership style while
serving there. The name of the church was selected by a conference panel ofexperts who said
the church was a representative model of churches that range in attendance from 200-350.
Would you be willing to participate in an interview that would take 10-20 minutes? Is
now a convenient time to conduct the interview?
{If the time is inconvenient} When would you be able to answer the questions for the
interview?
Interview Questions
1 . Describe name of church at the time of you serve it in terms of church type and age.
2. Were there special circumstances surrounding the churches history during your pastorate
or 10 years before such as relocation, merger, etc? If so, what?
3. Describe the area that surroimded the church in terms of its population growth, decline,
stability, or transition.
4. What size churches had you served before becoming the pastor of name of church?
5. Describe your leadership style when you served name of church?
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6. Was your leadership style different in name ofchurch than in previous appointments? ffso.
How?
7. When you began serving a church of 200+ in average attendance, did you perceive the
church had different leadership needs? ff so, what were they?
8. Did you see your rolemore as a "shepherd" took careof the needsof thewhole congregation
or as "rancher" who oversaw the ministry of others who did the ministry?
9. Who took the lead in making decisions and carrying them out?
10. What do you feel were the keys to name of the church growing during your pastorate?
11. Did you intentionally attempt to develop leaders in the church?
12. When you first became the pastor of name of the church, did you have a vision that the
church could grow?
13. Did you have a predesigned strategy to promote growthwithin the church? Did you adjust
your strategy?
fRgvermd 'Divigkt S* ^Bourne
Castor of iVesCey MemorialVnitedMxthodist Ckurch
<P.O. 'Bac 3205 C1(S
Johnson City, TVt 37602-3205
Office: (615) 282-6722
Ofoim: (615) 282-0740
OctoBcr 12, 1393
Dear name.
I am conducting a research project in partial fulfillment of the requirements for
a Doctor ofMinistry degree at Asbury Theological Seminary. I am requesting your
assistance in this project which will involve filling out a brief inventory that is designed
to determine one's leadership style.
In this project, I am studying the pastoral leadership stylesofpastors in Holston
Conference who served churches that had an averageworship attendance between 200-
350 from 1982-1991. The pastors who are being asked to participate in this study have
served the same church of this size for at least five consecutive years. During the 1 0 year
period, 59 churches within our conference fell into category ofworship attendance of
200-350. Of those churches, 45 were served by the same pastor for at least a five year
period. During that time you were the pastor of name of the church.
Pleasecomplete and retum the inventory thatwasdeveloped byPaul Hersey and
Kenneth Blanchard. When you take the inventory, attempt to answer each of the 12
questions as would have been representative ofyour style when you were the pastor of
name of the church. Relate the situations mentioned in the inventory to a church
context. There are no right or wrong answers for each situation.
If you desire a summary of your inventory scores, please let me know.
Thank-you very much for your help.
Your brother in Christ,
Rev. Dwight S. Kilboume
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October 28, 1993
Dp^arN^mp ofPastor.
On date I mailed you a letter requesting your help in a
research project I am conducting. At this time, I have not
received from you the inventory that was enclosed in the letter.
If your desire to be a part of this project, please complete the
inventory and retum it.
Thank-you verymuch for your help.
Your Brother in Christ,
Rev. Dwight S. Kilboume
Figure #8
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